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CONTEXT AND POLICY ISSUES
DISEASE AND TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common malignancies, representing the third most
common cancer in men and the second in women worldwide.1 CRC ranks second to lung
cancer in the list of leading causes of cancer deaths in men in developed countries.1
Approximately 3% to 5% of colorectal cancers are attributable to a hereditary cancer
predisposition related to DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deﬁciency.2 MMR is a process that
corrects mismatches generated during normal DNA replication, recombination, and damage.
MMR deﬁciency (dMMR) results in an inability to correct DNA replication errors; one
consequence of this is microsatellite instability (MSI).
Lynch syndrome is the most common familial CRC syndrome.3 Individuals with Lynch syndrome
— also referred to as hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer or HNPCC — have hereditary
(germline) defects in one of their genes that encode for an MMR protein. This predisposes them
to colorectal cancer and other types of cancer. People with Lynch syndrome have a 70% to 80%
lifetime risk of developing any type of cancer.4
The tumours of patients with CRC can be screened for evidence of dMMR that may be
attributed to Lynch syndrome. This will enable genetic testing, counselling, cancer surveillance
(e.g., through frequent colonoscopic or endometrial screening examinations), and prophylaxis
(e.g., risk-reducing colorectal or gynecological surgeries) for CRC patients, as well as for their
family members. The purpose of dMMR testing is to improve outcomes for the patient and their
family members, as the latter may also have Lynch syndrome and therefore be at an increased
risk of cancer.4 Aside from being a marker suggestive of Lynch syndrome, dMMR also appears
to have utility in the management of CRC by providing prognostic information for patients with
stage II tumours.4 MMR-deficient tumours are associated with improved stage-adjusted,
disease-free, and overall survival rates, and a lower chance of progression, when compared
with non-dMMR tumours.5 This can be attributable to a better immunologic response to the
tumour (greater number of cytotoxic tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes) in CRC patients with
dMMR-positive results.6 In addition, dMMR status may have predictive value for the
effectiveness of 5-fluorouracil-based adjuvant chemotherapy, favouring non-dMMR tumours.5
Germline genetic testing by sequencing is considered the gold standard for detection of a
germline mutation in MMR genes (MMR deficiency). However, as mutations in one of four MMR
genes can underlie Lynch syndrome, and because of the time-consuming nature and
considerable economic burden associated with testing four MMR genes, the decision to offer
germline genetic testing to diagnose Lynch syndrome is commonly made in a stepwise
manner.7 A detailed family history and clinical findings in CRC patients are often used as the
first steps to identify hereditary CRC cases.8 Clinicopathological criteria and the Revised
Bethesda Guidelines10 have been formulated as clinical tools for pre-selecting patients with a
higher probability of carrying an MMR mutation who should undergo dMMR testing. For
instance, The Ottawa Hospital’s pathology service follows the Revised Bethesda Guidelines10 to
select tumours for MSI/dMMR testing. The BC Cancer Agency’s genetics program11 currently
offers dMMR testing to all newly diagnosed CRC patients younger than 40 years of age,
regardless of pathology findings, or to CRC patients at any age with a significant family history
of Lynch-related cancers. The state of known referrals and testing criteria in Canadian
jurisdictions are listed in Appendix 1.
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Mismatch repair deficiency can be assessed by either MSI testing to detect abnormalities in
tumour DNA replication (i.e., the length of alteration of microsatellite sequences) or by testing
for loss of expression of proteins involved in MMR (i.e., MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2) as a
precursor to gene sequencing. Protein deficiency is tested by immunohistochemistry (IHC) of
tumour tissue, whereas the MSI assay uses the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Experts and
recent literature agree that IHC-based detection of MMR defects is as accurate as PCR-based
microsatellite analysis, while being cheaper and providing the major advantage of distinguishing
the defective MMR protein to guide further genetic testing.12-15
In a subset of CRC patients for whom the IHC analysis reveals a lack of MLH1 protein
expression, a somatic (non-inherited) event might be responsible for the MMR deficiency. These
cases are due to somatically acquired hypermethylation of the MLH1 promotor, which is almost
never seen in the presence of somatic BRAF V600E mutations. Therefore, additional testing for
the BRAF V600E (as an indicator of the likelihood of the presence of MLH1 promoter
methylation) or direct MLH1 promotor methylation can be used as part of diagnostic testing
algorithms to exclude likely sporadic CRC cases.16

POLICY/PRACTICE ISSUES
Surveyed Canadian laboratory managers and directors have identified dMMR testing as a
laboratory test that is potentially over-utilized. According to clinical experts, dMMR testing
appears to be transitioning from an approach aimed at identifying patients and families with
Lynch syndrome into a tumour phenotyping procedure that can be used to predict the prognosis
of CRC and to guide decisions for adjuvant chemotherapy. The use of a test with a prognostic
and predictive value falls under the realm of “personalized medicine.” According to oncology
and pathology experts, this recent application of dMMR testing is the major driver of new test
requisitions. This transition has led to an increased demand for the test, with unclear benefits for
the patient or family members. In general, there is a lack of clarity regarding when the tests
should be ordered and the impact of dMMR status on CRC outcomes in the current era of
oxaliplatin- and irinotecan-based chemotherapy. The central question, however, is whether
universal dMMR testing of primary CRC tumours is a viable and desirable option given the
known limitations of Lynch syndrome pre-selection criteria based on age, history, and
pathology, and recognizing the potential utility of dMMR for personalizing cancer therapy.
Missed cases of Lynch syndrome resulting from a targeted dMMR testing strategy that is
restricted to pre-selected high-risk individuals (e.g., selected based on the Revised Bethesda
Guidelines) can be problematic and costly for the system, which would potentially support
broader (universal) dMMR testing of all CRC tumours. Alternatively, universal testing carries
with it additional costs associated with testing all CRC patients, most of whom will not have
Lynch syndrome. Appendix 1 lists the testing criteria for dMMR testing across the Canadian
jurisdictions.
In summary, there is uncertainty surrounding:
 Optimal eligibility criteria for dMMR testing in —
o Colorectal cancer patients to identify new families with Lynch syndrome
o Colorectal cancer patients to inform prognosis or prediction of response to
chemotherapy
 The cost-effectiveness of screening strategies and algorithms in —
o Colorectal cancer patients to identify new families with Lynch syndrome
o Colorectal cancer patients to inform prognosis or prediction of response to
chemotherapy.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What is the clinical validity of IHC- or PCR-based dMMR testing, compared with germline
sequencing, for detecting Lynch syndrome:
a. when screening all colorectal cancer patients?
b. when screening only patients at high risk of Lynch syndrome (e.g., selected based on
the Bethesda Guidelines)?
2. What is the clinical utility of screening colorectal cancer patients for Lynch syndrome by IHCor PCR-based dMMR testing for improving health outcomes of family members?
3. What is the clinical validity of molecular tests subsequent to dMMR testing for ruling out a
germline mutation in MMR genes?
a. What is the clinical validity of BRAF(V600E) testing by PCR for ruling out an MMR gene
mutation in a CRC tumour with no MLH1 protein expression?
b. What is the clinical validity of BRAF(V600E) testing by IHC for ruling out an MMR gene
mutation in a CRC tumour with no MLH1 protein expression?
c. What is the clinical validity of MLH1 promoter hypermethylation testing for ruling out an
MMR gene mutation in a CRC tumour with no MLH1 expression?
4. What is the clinical utility of dMMR testing for improving health outcomes of colorectal
cancer patients who do not receive adjuvant chemotherapy?
5. What is the clinical utility of dMMR testing for improving health outcomes of colorectal
cancer patients who receive adjuvant chemotherapy?
6. What is the cost-effectiveness of dMMR testing in newly diagnosed CRC patients
considering the following two sub-questions?
a. What is the comparative cost-effectiveness of the following four dMMR testing
strategies, taking into account their impact on the choice of using adjuvant
chemotherapy for the CRC patient or not and on cancer prevention of first-degree family
members of the CRC patient:
 dMMR testing in all CRC patients
 dMMR testing all CRC patients younger than 70-years-old



dMMR testing only patients at high risk of Lynch syndrome based on the revised
Bethesda Guidelines
No dMMR testing in any CRC patients.

b. What is the comparative cost-effectiveness of the following dMMR reflex testing
algorithms for screening CRC patients for Lynch syndrome?
 Initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), followed by germline testing if
abnormalities are found in any gene
 Initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), followed by BRAF testing if
the MLH1 gene is abnormal, germline testing if abnormalities are found in
MSH2,MSH6,PMS2, or MLH1 with normal BRAF
 Initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), followed by promoter
hypermethylation if the MLH1 gene is abnormal, germline testing if abnormalities are
found in MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, or MLH1 without hypermethylation
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Single-step MMR+BRAF (V600E) IHC. Genetic testing if abnormal MSH2, MSH6, or
PSM2; or abnormal MLH1 with normal BRAF
Single-step MMR+BRAF (V600E) IHC. If MLH1 is abnormal and BRAF is normal,
follow with MLH1 promoter hypermethylation. Genetic testing if abnormal MSH2,
MSH6, or PSM2; or abnormal MLH1/normal BRAF without promoter hypermethylation.

7. What are the perspectives of colorectal cancer patients, their family members, and
caregivers regarding the value and impact of dMMR testing on their health, health care, and
lives?
Supplementary Questions
 What are the ethical, legal, and psychosocial issues associated with dMMR testing?
 What are the implementation considerations (technical requirements, staffing, training,
accreditation, etc.) for broader coverage of dMMR testing?

METHODS
A.

CLINICAL REVIEW

Literature Search Strategies
A review of the clinical literature will be undertaken to provide evidence to answer research
questions 1 to 5. Four individual searches will be required to answer these five questions.
Systematic reviews (SR), meta-analyses (MA), and health technology assessments (HTA)
identified in a previously conducted scoping search have been reviewed to determine whether
the research question(s), search strategies, inclusion, and exclusion criteria used in each SR,
MA, and HTA matched the requirements of any of the five clinical research questions and might
provide a pool of primary studies that we could begin with for our analyses. The search strategy
employed as the foundation for the evidence used in scoping is included in Appendix 2. The
purpose of using the previously identified SRs/MAs/HTAs, when possible, was to evaluate the
primary studies used in these reviews for inclusion in this project instead of performing novel
searches to prevent re-identification of potentially relevant studies.
Literature searches will be performed by an information specialist (KC) using peer-reviewed
search strategies (Appendix 3). Published literature will be identified by searching the following
databases: MEDLINE (1946 to the present) with In-Process records and daily updates via Ovid;
Embase (1974 to 2015, the current week); The Cochrane Library (2015, the current issue) via
Wiley; and PubMed (for non-MEDLINE records). The search strategies will be composed of
both controlled vocabulary, such as the National Library of Medicine’s MeSH (Medical Subject
Headings), and keywords. The main search concepts, limits, and filters are subsequently
detailed, according to the requirements of each question.
Question #1:
What is the clinical validity of IHC- or PCR-based dMMR testing compared with germline
sequencing, for detecting Lynch syndrome:
a. when screening all colorectal cancer patients?
b. when screening only patients at high risk of Lynch syndrome (e.g., selected based on the
Bethesda Guidelines)?
No existing systematic reviews were identified for addressing this question.
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The main concepts for this search will be hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal neoplasms and
microsatellite instability or DNA mismatch repair. A methodological filter will be applied to limit
retrieval to studies reporting analytical or clinical validity, with evidence of the tests’ sensitivity
and specificity. Where possible, retrieval will be limited to the human population and English or
French documents, with no publication date limit. Conference abstracts will be excluded from
retrieval. Regular alerts will be established for the duration of the project.
Question #2:
What is the clinical utility of screening colorectal cancer patients for Lynch syndrome by IHC- or
PCR-based dMMR testing for improving health outcomes of family members?
The references of six guideline/review documents17-22 will be reviewed to identify studies of
potential relevance to this study question.
The main concepts for this search will be family members and hereditary nonpolyposis
colorectal neoplasms and microsatellite instability or DNA mismatch repair. No methodological
filter will be applied to limit retrieval to particular study types. Where possible, retrieval will be
limited to the human population and English or French documents, with no publication date limit.
Conference abstracts will be excluded from retrieval. Regular alerts will be established for the
duration of the project.
Question #3:
What is the clinical validity of molecular tests subsequent to dMMR testing for ruling out a
germline mutation in MMR genes?
a. What is the clinical validity of BRAF(V600E) testing by PCR for ruling out an MMR gene
mutation in a CRC tumour with no MLH1 protein expression?
b. What is the clinical validity of BRAF(V600E) testing by IHC for ruling out an MMR gene
mutation in a CRC tumour with no MLH1 protein expression?
c. What is the clinical validity of MLH1 promoter hypermethylation testing for ruling out an
MMR gene mutation in a CRC tumour with no MLH1 expression?
One previously identified systematic review/meta-analysis23 with 57 studies of potential
relevance for this question will be updated with a search of the current literature. While there are
concerns regarding search limitations in this review (i.e., only the PubMed database was
searched, and a full description of search terminology was not provided), we feel that this is
mitigated by the extensive number of studies relevant to our research question that Parsons et
al.23 included in their analysis.
The main concepts for this search will be any type of colorectal neoplasms and BRAF(V600E)
or MLH1 hypermethylation. No methodological filter will be applied to limit retrieval to particular
study types. Where possible, retrieval will be limited to the human population and English or
French documents, with a database entry date limit of 2011 to the present, which is based on
the last recorded date that searching was performed in the previously identified review.
Conference abstracts will be excluded from retrieval. Regular alerts will be established for the
duration of the project.
Questions #4 and #5:
What is the clinical utility of dMMR testing for improving health outcomes of colorectal cancer
patients who do not receive adjuvant chemotherapy?
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What is the clinical utility of dMMR testing for improving health outcomes of colorectal cancer
patients who receive adjuvant chemotherapy?
Three previously identified systematic reviews/meta-analyses,5,24,25 which identified 62 unique
studies of potential relevance for these two questions, will be updated with a search of the
current literature. The one concern regarding the quality of these reviews is that in two of the
reviews only the PubMed database was searched, with non-transparent terminology. However,
other sources were included such as bibliographies of reviews. The main concepts for this
search will be survival or prognosis, and colorectal neoplasms and microsatellite instability or
DNA mismatch repair. No methodological filter will be applied to limit retrieval to particular study
types. Where possible, retrieval will be limited to the human population and English or French
documents, with a database entry date limit of 2008 to the present, which is based on the last
recorded date that searching was performed in the previously identified reviews. Conference
abstracts will be excluded from retrieval. Regular alerts will be established for the duration of the
project.
Targeted searching will be performed, as required, for the two additional supplementary
questions on ethico-legal/psychosocial and implementation considerations, and inputs relevant
to the economic model(s).
Grey literature (literature that is not commercially published) will be identified by searching
relevant sections of the Grey Matters checklist (http://cadth.ca/resources/grey-matters). Google
and other Internet search engines will be used to search for additional Web-based materials.
These searches will be supplemented by reviewing the bibliographies of key papers and
through information provided by clinical experts, as required.

Selection Criteria and Methods
Two reviewers will independently screen the titles and abstracts from all studies identified in the
previously identified systematic reviews and meta-analyses, as well as our de novo literature
search, for relevance using a predefined checklist (Appendix 4). Any discrepancies between
reviewers will be discussed until consensus is reached. Full texts of any relevant titles/abstracts
will be retrieved, and will be assessed by one experienced reviewer for inclusion, using a
checklist (Appendix 5), incorporating explicit predetermined criteria (Table 1). A second reviewer
will be consulted when necessary, and any disagreement between reviewers will be discussed
until consensus is reached. All study types which include dMMR testing as the study
intervention — with or without BRAF (V600E) and/or hypermethylation testing — and a relevant
comparator group will be considered appropriate for inclusion. For example, randomized and
non-randomized trials, primary observational studies, or any systematic reviews of such studies,
where participants are assigned to the dMMR testing as the study intervention and genetic
testing in the comparator group, will be deemed relevant to study questions 1, 4, and 5.
Systematic reviews will be used to identify potential studies; however, data from this type of
study will not be considered for inclusion in the review. Diagnostic cohort studies will also be
included to assess test accuracy in study questions 1 and 3. Included test accuracy studies will
be required to report sensitivity and specificity measures or sufficient data to construct 2x2
contingency tables to calculate the diagnostic performance of dMMR and the secondary
molecular tests. The study selection process will be presented in a Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart.
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Exclusion Criteria
Studies will be excluded if they do not meet the selection criteria; for example, the ones that
include patients with other types of cancer or provide the results of studies on laboratory
methodologies or techniques for preparing or conducting the candidate tests. Duplicate
publications, narrative reviews (for clinical and economic questions, only), and editorials will also
be excluded.

Data Extraction
One reviewer will perform data extraction for each article, using pre-drafted data extraction
forms (Appendix 6). A second reviewer will check the abstracted data for accuracy. The
reviewers will pilot data extraction forms a priori. A calibration exercise using a small number of
studies will be undertaken to ensure consistency between the reviewers.

Critical Appraisal of Individual Studies
One experienced reviewer will evaluate the quality of the included studies and a second
reviewer will be consulted, if needed. For diagnostic studies, the revised tool for the Quality
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies — QUADAS-2 — will be used.26 The QUADAS-2 is
a tool that evaluates the risk of bias in selection of patients, index test, reference standard, and
flow and timing of the study. The tool also includes concerns about the applicability of tests and
signalling questions to help identify potential biases.
The methodological quality of the randomized controlled trials will be assessed using the
Cochrane risk of bias tool.27 This tool contains six domains: selection bias, performance bias,
detection bias, attrition bias, reporting bias, and other sources of bias. Within each domain, the
risk of bias will be graded as high, low, or unclear, according to the guidance provided in the
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Intervention.27 For the assessment of the
methodological quality of non-randomized trials and observational studies, in addition to the four
common sources of bias (selection, performance, attrition, and detection biases), other criteria
suggested by the Cochrane Handbook will also be considered, such as appropriateness of the
study design and adequate control of confounding.28
The methodological quality of systematic reviews will be evaluated using the measurement tool
for the assessment of multiple systematic reviews (AMSTAR).29 AMSTAR is an 11-item
checklist that has been developed to ensure reliability and construct validity. The same tool will
be used for the assessment of systematic reviews or meta-analyses included in identified HTA
reports.
The results of quality assessments will be used to summarize strengths and limitations of the
included studies.
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TABLE 1: SELECTION CRITERIA (CLINICAL REVIEW)
Question

Population

Intervention

Comparator

Outcome

1. What is the clinical validity of IHC- or PCRbased dMMR testing, compared with germline
sequencing, for detecting Lynch syndrome:
a. When screening all colorectal cancer
patients?
b. when screening only patients at high risk
of Lynch syndrome (e.g., selected based
on the Bethesda Guidelines)?

CRC patients any age,
any stage for whom
tumour tissue is
available for testing:
a. all patients
(unselected)
b. high-risk patients
(pre-selected; e.g.,
meeting revised
Bethesda
Guidelines)

dMMR testing:
IHC-based,
PCR-based

Germline
mutation
analysis

Diagnostic test
performance for detecting
LS:
 sensitivity
 specificity
 positive and negative
predictive values

2. What is the clinical utility of screening
colorectal cancer patients for Lynch
Syndrome by IHC- or PCR-based dMMR
testing for improving health outcomes of
family members?

All CRC patients any
age, any stage

Screening with
dMMR testing

No screening

 Cancer-related
morbidity or mortality
 Patient management
decisions
 Survival rates
 Cancer prevention for
relatives (first- and
second- degree or
distant relatives) of
CRC patients

CRC patients any age,
any stage for whom
dMMR test by IHC
indicates no MLH1
expression

BRAF(V600E)
testing by
genotyping

Germline
mutation
analysis

Diagnostic test
performance for
differentiating Lynch
syndrome from sporadic
CRC:
 sensitivity
 specificity
 positive and negative
predictive values

3. What is the clinical validity of molecular tests
subsequent to dMMR testing for ruling out a
germline mutation in MMR genes?
a. What is the clinical validity of
BRAF(V600E) testing by PCR for ruling
out an MMR gene mutation in a CRC
tumour with no MLH1 protein expression?
b. What is the clinical validity of
BRAF(V600E) testing by IHC for ruling out
an MMR gene mutation in a CRC tumour
with no MLH1 protein expression?
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Question
c.

Population

What is the clinical validity of MLH1
promoter hypermethylation testing for
ruling out an MMR gene mutation in a
CRC tumour with no MLH1 expression?

Intervention

Comparator

Outcome

MLH1 promoter
hypermethylation
testing

4. What is the clinical utility of dMMR testing for
improving health outcomes of colorectal
cancer patients who do not receive adjuvant
chemotherapy?

CRC patients any age,
any stage not
receiving adjuvant
chemotherapy

Positive dMMR
test :
MSI-high
MSI-high / MSIlow
Suggestive IHC

Negative dMMR
test :
MSS
Non-suggestive
IHC

 Progression-free
survival
 Overall survival of
untreated CRC patients

5. What is the clinical utility of dMMR testing for
improving health outcomes of colorectal
cancer patients who receive adjuvant
chemotherapy?

CRC patients any age,
any stage, undergoing
adjuvant
chemotherapy

Positive dMMR
test results :
MSI-high
MSI-high / MSIlow
Suggestive IHC

Negative dMMR
test results :
MSS
Non-suggestive
IHC

 Progression-free
survival
 Overall survival of
treated CRC patients

CRC= colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; IHC= immunohistochemistry; LS= Lynch syndrome; MSI= microsatellite instability; MSS= microsatellite
stable; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; ROC curve= Receiver operating characteristic curve.
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Data Analysis Methods
The population, interventions, and outcome measures will define comparability of the studies.
The data synthesis method will depend on the type of data. When two or more comparable
studies with quantitative outcomes are identified, pooled estimates of the outcome measures
will be performed through meta-analysis. Data from all studies, including the ones identified by
the previous systematic reviews and meta-analysis, will be included in our analysis. When the
studies are not comparable in population, interventions, or outcome measures, or if there is
variation in the reporting of clinical outcomes, a formal meta-analysis will not be performed.
Instead, the individual studies will be described and synthesized using a narrative approach.
Because of the diversity of study questions, different types of outcome data will be derived from
the data abstraction process, including diagnostic test performance, differences in the change in
overall survival and disease/recurrence-free survival rates, and differences in rates of binary
outcomes (incidence rates).
Comparative diagnostic test performance includes sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
likelihood ratios, area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC), positive
and predictive values, and rates of false-positive and false-negative tests. Details on how each
of these methods will be derived are provided in Appendix 8.
Differences between tests for changes in time-to-event outcomes, such as survival rates, will be
analyzed as hazard ratios. The difference between tests for changes in binary measures, such
as the incidence of clinical outcomes for relatives, will be reported as relative risks.
Pooled estimates of the comparison between tests will calculated using Review Manager 5.3.30
Fixed and random effects models will be conducted based on the degree of homogeneity.
Homogeneity with each comparator, and across each comparator, will be assessed with I2, with
greater than 50% being moderate heterogeneity and greater than 70% being considerable
heterogeneity, as suggested by the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions.31 In addition, Cochran’s Q Test — based on chi-squared, where I2= (Q-df)/Q —
will be used to test for the presence of heterogeneity based on a level of significance of 10%.
The causes of the considerable heterogeneity with I2 above 75%, or P < 0.10, will be carefully
investigated to determine if unadjusted pooling is appropriate31 or if heterogeneity can be
explained by differences in patient characteristics (e.g., inclusion criteria). If adequate data
exists, sources of heterogeneity will be explored through post-hoc subgroup analyses (e.g.,
based on different stages of CRC), sensitivity analyses (e.g., based on study quality) or other
appropriate methods, such as repeating the analysis after excluding outliers. When the studies
are not comparable in terms of population, interventions, or outcome measures, a narrative
synthesis of the studies will be provided.
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B.

ECONOMIC EVALUATION

Literature Search Strategies
A review of the economic literature will be undertaken to provide evidence to answer research
question 6. We have reviewed the SRs/MAs/HTAs identified by CADTH in the dMMR scoping
document to determine whether the research question(s), search strategies, inclusion, and
exclusion criteria used in each SR/MA/HTA matched the requirements of research question 6:
Question 6:
a) What is the comparative cost-effectiveness of the following four dMMR testing strategies
taking into account their impact on the choice of using adjuvant chemotherapy for the CRC
patient or not and on cancer prevention of first-degree family members of the CRC patient:
 dMMR testing in all CRC patients
 dMMR testing all CRC patients younger than 70-years-old
 dMMR testing only patients at high risk of LS based on the revised Bethesda Guidelines
 No dMMR testing in any CRC patients.
b)

What is the comparative cost-effectiveness of the following dMMR reflex testing algorithms
for screening CRC patients for Lynch syndrome?
 Initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), followed by germline testing if
abnormalities are found in any gene
 Initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), followed by BRAF testing if the
MLH1 gene is abnormal, germline testing if abnormalities are found in MSH2, MSH6,
PMS2, or MLH1 with normal BRAF
 Initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2), followed by promoter
hypermethylation if the MLH1 gene is abnormal, germline testing if abnormalities are
found in MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, or MLH1 without hypermethylation
 Single-step MMR+BRAF (V600E) IHC. Genetic testing if abnormal MSH2, MSH6, or
PSM2; or abnormal MLH1 with normal BRAF.
 Single-step MMR+BRAF (V600E) IHC. If MLH1 is abnormal and BRAF is normal, follow
with MLH1 promoter hypermethylation. Genetic testing if abnormal MSH2, MSH6, or
PSM2; or abnormal MLH1/normal BRAF without promoter hypermethylation.

The algorithm with the lowest cost per case detected will be used in question 6a.
A well-conducted, previously identified HTA by Snowsill et al.,22 which identified 28 economic
evaluations of potential relevance to this review, will be updated with a search of the current
literature. The main concepts for this search will be any type of colorectal neoplasms and
microsatellite instability or DNA mismatch repair. A methodological filter will be applied to limit
retrieval to cost-effectiveness or cost-utility studies. Where possible, retrieval will be limited to
English or French documents and a database entry date of 2012 to the current date, which is
based on the last recorded date that searching was performed in the previously identified
review. Conference abstracts will be excluded from the retrieval. Regular alerts will be
established for the duration of the project.
Literature searches will be performed by an information specialist (KC) using peer-reviewed
search strategies (Appendix 3). Published literature will be identified by searching the following
databases: MEDLINE (1946 to present) with In-process records and daily updates via Ovid;
Embase (1974 to the 2015 current week); The Cochrane Library (2015, current issue) via Wiley;
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and PubMed (for non-MEDLINE records). The search strategies will be comprised of both
controlled vocabulary, such as the National Library of Medicine’s MeSH (Medical Subject
Headings), and keywords.
Grey literature (literature that is not commercially published) will be identified by searching
relevant sections of the Grey Matters checklist (http://cadth.ca/resources/grey-matters). Google
and other Internet search engines will be used to search for additional Web-based materials.
These searches will be supplemented by reviewing the bibliographies of key papers and
through information provided by clinical experts, as required.

Selection Criteria and Method
Two reviewers will independently screen the titles and abstracts from all studies identified in the
previously identified systematic reviews and meta-analyses, as well as our de novo literature
search, for relevance using a predefined checklist (Appendix 4B). Any discrepancies between
reviewers will be discussed until consensus is reached. Full texts of any relevant titles/abstracts
will be retrieved, and will be assessed by one experienced reviewer for inclusion (Appendix 5B).
TABLE 2: SELECTION CRITERIA (ECONOMIC EVALUATION)
Question
6a. What is the comparative costeffectiveness of the following
four dMMR testing strategies
taking account their impact on
the choice of using adjuvant
chemotherapy for the CRC
patient or not and on cancer
prevention of first- degree
family members of the CRC
patient:
 dMMR testing in all CRC
patients
 dMMR testing all CRC
patients younger than 70years-old
 dMMR testing only patients
at high risk of LS based on
the revised Bethesda
Guidelines
 No dMMR testing in any
CRC patients.

Population
Newly
diagnosed
CRC
patients

Intervention
Universal
dMMR
testing for
Lynch
syndrome

Comparator
Targeted
dMMR
testing for
Lynch
syndrome
OR
No Testing







Outcome
Incremental cost
per QALY
Incremental cost
per life-year
Incremental cost
per Lynch
syndrome case
detected
Incremental cost
per CRC case in
first-degree
relative avoided

6b. What is the comparative costeffectiveness of the following
dMMR reflex testing algorithms
for screening CRC patients for
Lynch syndrome?
 Initial four-panel IHC test
(MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
PMS2 ), followed by
germline testing if
abnormalities are found in
any gene
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Question
 Initial four-panel IHC test
(MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
PMS2), followed by BRAF
testing if the MLH1 gene is
abnormal, germline testing
if abnormalities are found
in MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, or
MLH1 with normal BRAF
 Initial four-panel IHC test
(MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
PMS2), followed by
promoter hypermethylation
if the MLH1 gene is
abnormal, germline testing
if abnormalities are found
in MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, or
MLH1 without
hypermethylation
 Single-step MMR+BRAF
(V600E) IHC. Genetic
testing if abnormal MSH2,
MSH6, or PSM2; or
abnormal MLH1 with
normal BRAF.
 Single-step MMR+BRAF
(V600E) IHC. If MLH1 is
abnormal and BRAF is
normal, follow with MLH1
promoter hypermethylation.
Genetic testing if abnormal
MSH2, MSH6, or PSM2; or
abnormal MLH1/normal
BRAF without promoter
hypermethylation.

Population

Intervention

Comparator

Outcome

CRC = colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; IHC = immunohistochemistry; QALY = quality-adjusted
life-year.

Data Extraction
One reviewer will perform data extraction for each article, using pre-drafted data extraction
forms (Appendix 6B). A second reviewer will check the abstracted data for accuracy. The
reviewers will pilot data extraction forms a priori. A calibration exercise using a small number of
studies will be undertaken to ensure consistency between the reviewers.

Critical Appraisal of Individual Studies
One experienced reviewer will evaluate the quality of the included studies and a second
reviewer will be consulted, if needed. The methodological quality of cost-effectiveness studies
will be assessed using the guidelines for appraisal of economic studies by Drummond et al.32
Any disagreements will be resolved through discussion until consensus is reached.
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Primary Economic Analysis
The primary economic analysis will address the overriding question of what is the costeffectiveness of two dMMR testing strategies to screen for Lynch syndrome in newly diagnosed
CRC patients. The three testing strategies to be compared are:
 testing of all newly diagnosed CRC patients
 testing of all newly diagnosed CRC patients that are younger than 70-years-old
 testing newly diagnosed CRC patients who meet one of the revised Bethesda Guidelines
 no dMMR testing.
As shown in Figure 1, the model will estimate the impact of the testing strategies on two distinct
groups of individuals. One of these will be the first-degree relatives of the newly diagnosed CRC
patients (probands. Individuals with Lynch syndrome have a much higher probability of
developing CRC during their lifetime. Therefore, the identification of relatives with Lynch
syndrome affords the opportunity for surveillance of CRC through routine screening of affected
family members. There will be a sub-model dedicated to estimate the impact of routine
screening on CRC outcomes of first-degree relatives of probands diagnosed with Lynch
syndrome.
The second group of patients that will be evaluated are the newly diagnosed CRC patients
themselves. For these patients, the impact of dMMR testing strategies on CRC management
will be assessed. Specifically, the impact of dMMR testing strategies on the use of adjuvant
chemotherapy will be evaluated. A sub-model will be dedicated to estimating the impact of
adjuvant chemotherapy choice for the newly diagnosed CRC patients based on dMMR testing
strategies and results. Additionally, a sub-model will be used to evaluate different testing
strategies of positive dMMR tests using supplemental tests such as BRAF and hypermethylation
promoter. The primary cost-effectiveness outcome will be the incremental cost per qualityadjusted life-year (QALY). The secondary cost-effectiveness outcome will be the cost per lifeyear gained. The time horizon of the model will be lifetime for both the proband and for relatives
of the proband. Costs and QALYs will be discounted at 5% annually from the time of dMMR
testing of the proband.
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FIGURE 1: COMPONENTS OF THE PRIMARY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

+ve = positive; CRC = colorectal cancer; dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; FDR = First degree Relative; IHC =
immunohistochemistry.

Front-End DMMR Diagnostic Model
The front-end dMMR diagnostic model will determine the diagnostic status of CRC probands for
Lynch syndrome for the three testing strategies being evaluated:
 universal testing
 targeted testing of patients meeting one of the revised Bethesda Guidelines
 no dMMR testing.
The Lynch syndrome diagnostic status of the probands determined from the front end of the
model will feed into the first-degree relative sub-model. The dMMR diagnostic status determined
from the front end of the model will feed into the proband adjuvant chemotherapy sub-model. In
addition to determining the diagnostic status of CRC patients, the front-end diagnostic model will
be used to determine the expected testing costs of each of the two strategies. Ultimately,
different strategies using supplemental testing such as BRAF and hypermethylation promoter
for positive dMMR tests will be compared. This will be explained in a later section. For this
example, it is assumed that no supplemental testing will be used and that germline mutation
testing is 100% accurate.
Figure 2 shows the basic structure of the dMMR diagnostic model for the universal testing
strategy. The model begins with patients either having Lynch syndrome or not based on the
underlying prevalence of Lynch syndrome in all patients with newly diagnosed CRC. Based on
the sensitivity and specificity of the IHC-based test, patients are classified as being True
positive, False positive, True –ve, or False –ve for Lynch syndrome. It is assumed that all
patients with a positive test undergo germline mutation testing, which is 100% accurate.
Therefore, the False positive patients become True –ve after germline testing.
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FIGURE 2: STRUCTURE OF DMMR DIAGNOSTIC MODEL FOR THE UNIVERSAL TESTING STRATEGY

+ve = positive; -ve = negative; dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; LS = Lynch syndrome.

Figure 3 provides a graphical representation of the dMMR diagnostic model for the targeted
testing strategy in which all newly diagnosed patients younger than 70-years-old are tested for
their dMMR status. As shown, the model starts out with a proportion of patients being younger
than 70-years-old, whereas the remaining patients are older than 70 years. Patients that are
younger than 70-years-old are given an IHC test for dMMR, whereas patients 70 years or older
are not tested. There is an underlying prevalence of Lynch syndrome for patients younger than
70-years-old. Based on the sensitivity and specificity of IHC dMMR testing, patients meeting the
age criteria are classified according to their Lynch syndrome diagnostic status. Patients that are
70 years of age or older are not tested and assumed to be Lynch syndrome negative. Based on
the underling prevalence of Lynch syndrome in patients 70 years of age or older, these patients
are classified as either a true-negative or a false-negative.
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FIGURE 3: STRUCTURE OF DMMR DIAGNOSTIC MODEL FOR TESTING STRATEGY IN WHICH ALL CRC
PATIENTS YOUNGER THAN 70-YEARS-OLD ARE TESTED FOR DMMR

+ve = positive; -ve = negative; dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; LS = Lynch syndrome.

Figure 4 provides a graphical representation of the dMMR diagnostic model for the targeted
testing strategy, based on the Revised Bethesda Guidelines. As shown, the model starts out
with patients either meeting one of the Revised Bethesda Guidelines or not meeting one of the
criteria. Patients meeting the criteria are given an IHC test for dMMR, whereas patients not
meeting the criteria are not tested. There is an underlying prevalence of Lynch syndrome for
patients meeting one the Revised Bethesda Guidelines. Based on the sensitivity and specificity
of IHC dMMR testing, patients meeting Bethesda criteria are classified according to their Lynch
syndrome diagnostic status. Patients not meeting one of the Revised Bethesda Guidelines are
not tested and assumed to be at low risk of a germline MMR mutation (Lynch syndromenegative). Based on the underling prevalence of Lynch syndrome in patients not meeting one of
the criteria, these patients are classified as either a true-negative or a false-negative. Based on
this model structure, the differences in the false-negatives between the universal and targeted
strategies will be driven by the prevalence of Lynch syndrome in patients not meeting one of the
Bethesda criteria.
Mismatch repair deficiency testing for patients With Colorectal Cancer:
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FIGURE 4: STRUCTURE OF THE DMMR DIAGNOSTIC MODEL FOR THE STRATEGY OF TESTING ALL
PATIENTS WHO MEET THE BETHESDA CRITERIA

+ve = positive; -ve = negative; dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; LS = Lynch syndrome.

Figure 5 provides a graphical representation of the dMMR diagnostic model for the no-testing
strategy. As shown, this arm starts out with newly diagnosed CRC patients either having Lynch
syndrome or not based upon its underlying prevalence. As patients are not screened, all
patients are managed as if they do not have Lynch syndrome. Therefore, all patients with Lynch
syndrome are false-negatives, whereas all patients without Lynch syndrome are true-negatives.
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FIGURE 5: STRUCTURE OF DMMR DIAGNOSTIC MODEL FOR NO-TESTING GROUP

CRC = colorectal cancer; dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; LS = Lynch syndrome.

CRC Surveillance Sub-model for Relatives of Newly Diagnosed CRC Patients
The CRC surveillance sub-model will be similar to the approach taken by Mvundura et al.33 in
their cost-effectiveness analysis of dMMR testing strategies for Lynch syndrome. The first step
in the sub-model will be to classify relatives into four groups depending on whether or not they
have Lynch syndrome and whether they will undergo regular CRC surveillance. Specifically,
relatives will be classified as either:
LS positive – CRC surveillance;
LS positive – No CRC surveillance;
LS negative – CRC surveillance; or
LS negative – No CRC surveillance.
The costs and outcomes (QALYs) will differ between the four patient groups. The proportion of
patients in each of the four groups will differ according to testing strategy (i.e., universal versus
targeted dMMR testing versus no dMMR testing) and will be determined by a number of factors.
These include the diagnostic status of probands, as estimated in the front-end diagnostic model,
the proportion of relatives of Lynch syndrome positive probands that agree to genetic testing,
the probability that relatives of Lynch syndrome positive probands inherited Lynch syndrome,
and the probability that Lynch syndrome positive relatives agree to CRC surveillance. Figure 5
graphically shows how the classification of first-degree relatives of true-positive probands will be
determined. Similar pathways will be used to determine the classifications (Lynch syndrome and
surveillance status) of relatives of newly diagnosed CRC patients that were false-positives, truenegatives, and false-negatives. Estimates of the proportion of relatives that accept genetic
testing will be based on findings from published studies.
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FIGURE 6: DETERMINING LYNCH SYNDROME AND CRC SURVEILLANCE STATUS OF RELATIVES OF
PROBANDS WHO ARE CORRECTLY DIAGNOSED AS HAVING LYNCH SYNDROME

+ve = positive; -ve = negative; CRC = colorectal cancer; LS = Lynch syndrome.

The structure of the relatives sub-model is shown in Figure 7. In each yearly cycle of the model,
patients are at risk of being diagnosed with CRC. For relatives without Lynch syndrome, a
general population risk of CRC will be applied each year. For relatives with Lynch syndrome, an
increased risk of CRC will be applied. The impact of CRC surveillance will be captured in two
ways. First, a risk reduction in developing CRC will be applied to patients who are regularly
screened. Additionally, patients diagnosed with CRC with regular screening may be diagnosed
at earlier stages of the disease than patients diagnosed with CRC through other means. If
evidence exists, a different distribution of CRC stages will be applied to patients diagnosed
through screening and those diagnosed in the absence of regular screening. If relatives develop
CRC, their remaining life expectancy will be estimated based on the stage of cancer that they
are in at the time of diagnosis. Annual mortality for patients who do not develop CRC will be
based on general population life tables.
Targeted literature searching will be used to identify the model parameters. The costs of genetic
tests and colonoscopy will be based on the survey of costs conducted by CADTH. Findings from
questions #1 and #3 will be used to help determine the proportion of relatives in each of the four
patient categories.
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FIGURE 7: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF CRC SURVEILLANCE SUB-MODEL FOR RELATIVES OF
NEWLY DIAGNOSED CRC PATIENTS

+ve = positive; -ve = negative; CRC = colorectal cancer; LS = Lynch syndrome.

If evidence is found on the effectiveness of surveillance or prophylaxis treatment for endometrial
cancer or ovarian cancer among women with Lynch syndrome, it will be incorporated in the
model in a similar fashion as the CRC surveillance.
Adjuvant Chemotherapy Sub-model
This sub-model will look at the impact of dMMR test results on clinical decisions and outcomes
related to adjuvant chemotherapy after surgical resection of a CRC tumour. The model will
assume that a proportion of patients will undergo surgery based on their clinical stage. The
decision of whether to undergo adjuvant chemotherapy will be assumed to depend on dMMR
status. Under universal dMMR testing, the dMMR status of all patients will be known. Under
targeted testing, dMMR status will only be known for patients who meet one of the revised
Bethesda Guidelines. Under the no-testing status, the dMMR status of patients will be unknown
for all patients. Clinical experts will be consulted to determine whether patients with unknown
dMMR status would receive adjuvant chemotherapy or not. Figure 8 presents a graphical
representation. A Markov model will be used in which patients can move between three health
states over time (alive with no cancer progression, alive with cancer progression, deceased).
Different utility values will be applied to patients depending what health state they are in for a
given model cycle. The transition probabilities will differ by whether or not patients are dMMR
and whether patients receive adjuvant chemotherapy. Transition probabilities for the model will
be derived using clinical data findings from research questions #4 and #5. The model will
incorporate the cost of chemotherapy, and the effectiveness of adjuvant chemotherapy in
dMMR positive and dMMR –ve patients to determine the costs and outcomes of the four testing
strategies. The proportion of patients who are dMMR and non-dMMR will be determined for
each strategy based on the prevalence of Lynch syndrome and the sensitivity and specificity of
IHC testing. All patients who test positive for Lynch syndrome, (both true-positive and falsepositive for Lynch syndrome) will be assumed to be dMMR.
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FIGURE 8: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF ADJUVANT CHEMOTHERAPY SUB-MODEL

dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; pMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) proficient

Use of Supplementary Tests for Patients With a Positive IHC-Based dMMR Test
In addition to determining the relative cost-effectiveness of different screening strategies (i.e.,
universal versus targeted), a cost-effectiveness analysis will be undertaken to determine the
best use of supplemental tests after obtaining a positive IHC-based dMMR test. These
supplemental tests are BRAF (V600E) and promotor hypermethylation. The potential advantage
of using the supplemental tests is to detect sporadic MMR in patients found to have a deficient
MLH1 gene detected on IHC testing. Patients with deficient MLH1 have a particular high rate of
deficiency due to sporadic CCR instead of being due to Lynch syndrome. Being able to dismiss
these cases as not being due to Lynch syndrome may allow the avoidance of costly germline
mutation testing. The trade-off is that this test may not be 100% accurate; therefore, applying
these tests may cause fewer Lynch syndrome cases to be detected. The testing algorithms that
incorporate supplemental tests that will be compared are:
a. initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2) followed by germline testing if
abnormalities are found in any gene
b. initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,PMS2) followed by BRAF testing if the
MLH1 gene is abnormal, germline testing if abnormalities are found in MSH2, MSH6, PMS2,
or MLH1 with normal BRAF
c. initial four-panel IHC test (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2) followed by promoter
hypermethylation if the MLH1 gene is abnormal, germline testing if abnormalities are found
in MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, or MLH1 without hypermethylation
d. single-step MMR+BRAF (V600E) IHC; genetic testing if abnormal MSH2, MSH6 or PSM2;
or abnormal MLH1 with normal BRAF
e. single-step MMR+BRAF (V600E) IHC; if MLH1 is abnormal and BRAF is normal, follow with
MLH1 promoter hypermethylation; genetic testing if abnormal MSH2, MSH6 or PSM2; or
abnormal MLH1/normal BRAF without promoter hypermethylation.

Decision trees will be used to estimate the expected costs of the expected number of Lynch
syndrome cases detected for each of the algorithms being compared. Figure 9 provides the
structure for testing the second algorithm b), in which patients with a positive IHC test in which
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MLH1 is deficient are tested for BRAF. Patients with an abnormal BRAF are assumed not to
have Lynch syndrome and therefore do not have germline testing. All other patients proceed to
germline mutation testing. Depending on the prevalence of Lynch syndrome in MLH1 patients
and the diagnostic accuracy of the BRAF test, some patients who do not receive germline
testing due to an abnormal BRAF test finding will incorrectly be diagnosed as Lynch syndrome
negative (false negative) and a proportion will incorrectly be diagnosed as Lynch syndrome
positive (false positive).
FIGURE 9: SUPPLEMENTAL TESTING MODEL FOR PATIENTS WITH MLH1 DEFICIENCY WHO ARE
GIVEN A BRAF TEST

+ve IHC

+ve = positive; -ve = negative; LS = Lynch syndrome.

The most cost-effective algorithm using the supplemental tests will be defined as the one with
the lowest expected cost per Lynch syndrome case detected. This supplemental testing strategy
will be assumed to be used in both the targeted and universal dMMR testing strategies.
The costs for each of the tests used in the strategies (e.g., IHC, germline, BRAF by genotyping,
BRAF by IHC, promotor hypermethylation) will be based on findings from the CADTH survey
(see scoping document). The test analytic validity values will partially be derived from findings in
questions #1 and #3. Supplemental targeted searching may be necessary.
Test analytic values needed for the supplemental testing sub-model include:
 the proportion of IHC positive tests in which MLH1 is abnormal
 the prevalence of Lynch syndrome in IHC positive tests in which MLH1 is abnormal
 the prevalence of Lynch syndrome in IHC positive tests in which other gene proteins are
found abnormal on IHC
 the negative predictive value of BRAF using genotyping to exclude sporadic CRC in patients
with MLH1 deficiency
 the negative predictive value of BRAF using IHC to exclude sporadic CRC in patients with
MLH1 deficiency
 the negative predictive value promotor hypermethylation to exclude sporadic CRC
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germline mutation testing will be assumed to be 100% accurate; this assumption is made
because germline testing is considered to be the definitive gold standard test to determine
the presence of Lynch syndrome.

Uncertainty
Uncertainty in the model will be evaluated in a number of ways. Overall parameter uncertainty
will be assessed through probabilistic analysis and expressed through cost-effectiveness
acceptability curves. One-way sensitivity analyses will be conducted on key model assumptions.
These will include, but will not be limited to:
 the prevalence of Lynch syndrome in CRC patients
 the number of first-degree relatives per proband
 the age of the proband
 the age of relatives
 the proportion of relatives that accept genetic testing
 the proportion of relatives that agree to surveillance
 the treatment effect of surveillance for first-degree family members with Lynch syndrome
 the cost of four-panel IHC testing, PCR BRAF testing, IHC BRAF testing, hypermethylation
testing, and germline testing.

C.

PATIENT PREFERENCES REVIEW

Study Design
We will conduct a systematic review and thematic synthesis of the literature describing the
perspectives of people with CRC, their family members, and/or their caregivers regarding
dMMR testing. The methods follow our pragmatic intentions to synthesize results of primary
studies from the point of view of practical usefulness to decision-makers.34

Methods
Literature Search Strategies
Question #7:
What are the perspectives of colorectal cancer patients, their family members, and caregivers
regarding the value and impact of dMMR testing on their health, health care, and lives?
The literature search will be performed by an information specialist using a search strategy
peer-reviewed according to the PRESS checklist.35 Published literature will be identified by
searching the following bibliographic databases: MEDLINE (1946- ) with In-process records and
daily updates via Ovid; Embase (1980-) via Ovid; and PsycINFO (1987-) via Ovid. A limited
PubMed search will be performed to capture records not indexed in MEDLINE. The search
strategy will be comprised of both controlled vocabulary, such as the National Library of
Medicine’s MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), and keywords. The main search concepts will
include DNA mismatch repair, colorectal cancer, genetic testing, and patient perspectives.
Retrieval will not be limited by publication year. Conference abstracts will be excluded from the
search results. Regular alerts will be established to update the search until the publication of the
final report. Regular search updates will be performed on databases that do not provide alert
services.
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Grey literature (literature that is not commercially published) will be identified by searching
relevant sections of the Grey Matters checklist (https://www.cadth.ca/resources/findingevidence/grey-matters-practical-search-tool-evidence-based-medicine), which includes the
websites of regulatory agencies, health technology assessment agencies, and professional
associations. Google and other Internet search engines will be used to search for additional
Web-based materials. These searches will be supplemented by reviewing the bibliographies of
key papers.
Selection Criteria
English- or French-language reports of studies of any design that explore or assess
perspectives of people with colorectal cancer, their family members, and/or their personal (i.e.,
not clinical) caregivers regarding any type of dMMR testing will be included. To be eligible,
studies must explore or assess participants’ own perspectives directly and not indirectly (for
example, through another person). Studies that assess clinician perspectives only will be
excluded. Selection criteria are presented in Table 3, characterized according to the SPICE
model.
TABLE 3: SELECTION CRITERIA (PATIENT PREFERENCES REVIEW)
Setting
Clinic or hospital
where dMMR
testing would take
place

Population

Intervention

Comparison

Evaluation

People with CRC, their
family members and/or
their caregivers

dMMR testing of
any type (tumour
and/or germline)

N/A

Perspectives

CRC = colorectal cancer; dMMR = DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; N/A = not applicable.

Screening and Selecting Studies for Inclusion
Two reviewers will independently screen the titles and abstracts of all citations retrieved from
the literature search based on the selection criteria.34,36 For citations for which it is difficult to
determine eligibility on the basis of title and abstract alone, the full text of the article will be
retrieved and assessed before determining eligibility. Discrepancies between the two reviewers
will be resolved through discussion until consensus is reached. Once a preliminary list of eligible
articles has been developed, the two reviewers will independently review the reference list of
each article for other potentially eligible articles missed in the initial search.37 The study
selection process will be presented in a PRISMA flowchart.38
Data Collection and Extraction
Data collection will involve extracting data from primary reports regarding study characteristics
and study results relevant to the research question.36 From each eligible article, both descriptive
data and results will be extracted by one reviewer into a standardized electronic form. (See
Appendix 6C.) The extraction will subsequently be verified by a second reviewer. Descriptive
data will include such items as first author, article title, study objectives, participant
characteristics, and study design.36 In addition, verbatim result statements relevant to the
research question will be extracted from each of the included reports into the same
standardized electronic form. Result statements will typically be presented within the “results”
section of a report; however, before being extracted, each result statement will be assessed to
ensure it is differentiated from raw data, methods, external data, and researchers’ conclusions
and implications.37 The latter will not be extracted. Given that discrepancies have been noted
between results presented within abstracts and main reports,37 only results presented within the
main report will be extracted.
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Critical Appraisal of Individual Studies
Two reviewers with experience in qualitative and descriptive research will independently
appraise the quality of each included study using standardized criteria,39 depending on the study
design. Critical appraisal forms are attached as Appendix 7A, for qualitative studies,40-44 and
Appendix 7B, for survey studies.45,46 Other validated criteria will guide the appraisal for studies
of different designs; however, it is anticipated that most, if not all, included studies will be
qualitative or cross-sectional in nature. The defined quality criteria for qualitative studies are
sufficiently broad to account for the variety of study designs likely to be included. Having the
assessment made by two reviewers will ensure the included studies are opened up to a broader
range of possible interpretations.41
As there are no agreed-upon quality criteria among the qualitative research community, the
criteria to be used within this review were developed to suit the purpose and intended uses of
the results. For example, Thomas and Harden37 argue that appraisal criteria within syntheses of
“views” studies need to move beyond the quality of reporting criteria to criteria that can better
assess whether results are rooted in participants’ own perspectives and experiences. In this
sense, the concept of quality is located within the context of the purpose of the review as
opposed to the primary studies. Further, the Cochrane Collaboration proposes quality criteria
focused on researcher bias and hence the believability of results. Believability is assessed by
examining researcher efforts to make his or her influence and assumptions clear, as well as
support for the accuracy of results typically provided through an audit trail.41 Accordingly, in this
review the quality of included studies will be assessed based on an ability to describe
perspectives sufficiently to inform decision-making regarding the use of dMMR testing, in
addition to efforts to account for researcher influence. Additional criteria focus on the quality of
reporting, the nature and appropriateness of the methodological approach and specific
methods, and congruence between the research design and the reported research questions,
data collection, analysis, and interpretation.34,36,37 To reduce variability in the quality assessment
process, detailed guidance regarding the intention of each criterion will be developed.
Results of the critical appraisal process will be reported and used to add context to the results of
this review; for example, by guiding sensitivity analyses as subsequently further described. They
will not be used as the basis for excluding any study(ies) deemed to be of low quality.
Data Analysis Methods
Descriptive Analysis
To begin, a descriptive analysis of study characteristics will be conducted, which will involve the
calculation of frequencies for relevant categories within each study characteristic. The purpose
of this analysis will be to describe the set of included studies, and understand the range of study
designs and methods that will inform the resultant synthesis. Study characteristics will be
presented in a table, as in the example provided in Table 4.
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TABLE 4: EXAMPLE TABLE OF CHARACTERISTICS OF INCLUDED STUDIES
First
Author,
Publication
Year,
Country

Study
Objectives

Study Design

Participant
Characteristics,
Sample Size (n)

Data
Collection
Instrument,
Setting

Data
Analysis
Approach

Smith J
(2012),
Canada

To explore the
perspectives of
older adults
regarding the
use of selfadministered
oral glucose
tolerance tests

Phenomenology

Men or women
aged 65 years or
older with a
confirmed
diagnosis of type
2 diabetes

In-depth
semistructured
interviews,
medical clinic

Interpretive
phenomenological
analysis

Thematic Analysis
The results of eligible studies will be analyzed through the conduct of a thematic synthesis37 that
will proceed through three stages: coding, developing descriptive themes, and developing
analytic themes. Thematic synthesis is a form of meta-aggregation, which is a term used to
describe the synthesis of results of studies of various designs following a pragmatic approach
and the point of view of practical usefulness to decision-makers.34,39 It involves the description
and summary of data but does not move beyond the data to develop a new theory or
interpretation of that data, as with other synthesis methods.47
In the first coding stage, the set of result statements will be coded line by line for meaning and
content. Coding will begin with an a priori “start list” of codes developed based on the research
questions;48 for example, to capture beliefs about dMMR testing, perceived benefits to patients
and their family members, and concerns regarding the subsequent use of test results. As coding
progresses, other codes not on the start list will emerge inductively to capture unexpected
meaning and content grounded in the results themselves.39 When new codes emerge, all data
will be recoded to search for further instances of the meaning captured by that code. Coding will
take place independently by two reviewers,37 and at least one code will be applied to each result
statement. When all codes have been applied to the full sample of results statements, all of the
text assigned to each code will be read to assess consistency in interpretation and application,
and to determine whether or not any additional levels of coding are needed.37 Regular meetings
and discussions among the review team will help refine the coding process, resolve differences,
and confer authenticity within the emerging categories.
In the second stage of the thematic analysis, the codes developed in the prior stage will be
organized into related areas to construct “descriptive” themes. In this process, two reviewers will
independently look for similarities and differences between codes and group together all similar
codes. New codes might also be created during this process in order to capture the meaning of
groups of initial codes. If relevant, codes may be related to one another, such as in a tree
structure, or codes might not have any relational structure.37 When differences are identified,
reviewers will assess whether these can be explained by differences in methods or sample
characteristics.39 Similarly, reviewers will assess whether emergent themes are transferable
across different study contexts. If not, the question will likewise be asked if differences are a
result of methods or sample characteristics. By seeking out differences in this way, the range of
perspectives held by people with CRC and their family members will become apparent, and
subgroups may potentially be identified for which certain results apply; for example, by cancer
stage, sex, age, or access to services.37 Once descriptive themes have been identified, a draft
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summary of the results across the studies organized by each theme will be written by one
reviewer and subsequently reviewed by a second reviewer. A final version will be agreed upon
following meetings and discussions, which will subsequently be shared for comment by other
review team members. The final version will be agreed upon by all review team members 37 and
will represent a synthesis that remains fairly close to the original results of the included studies,
with minimal interpretation.
During the final stage, the “data-driven” descriptive themes that emerged through the prior stage
will be analyzed through the theoretical structure provided by the research questions to develop
“theory-driven” analytic themes in direct response to the practical needs of decision-makers.37 In
this stage, two reviewers will begin by using the descriptive themes that emerged in the prior
stage to independently infer answers to the question of value and impact of dMMR testing, as
perceived by people with CRC, their family members, and caregivers. After each reviewer has
made these inferences independently, the two reviewers will meet to review their results. It is
likely that through this group discussion more abstract or more analytical themes will emerge. If
this is the case, answers to the research question will again be examined in light of these new
themes. This cyclical process of theme development will continue until a set of themes has
emerged that is sufficiently abstract to include all of the initial descriptive themes and to answer
the research question.37 As in the prior stage, throughout this process reviewers will again
ensure attention to the transferability of results across different contexts as a way to determine
whether some results might only apply to certain subgroups. Results of the quality appraisal will
be used at this point to direct sensitivity analysis, where the impact on the thematic analysis will
be assessed following the exclusion of some studies deemed to be of poor quality in relation to
the review purpose. More sensitivity analyses will be conducted to explore the impact on the
development of analytic themes via the consideration of alternative potential decision-making
perspectives; for example, utilitarian versus duty-based perspectives.
Throughout all stages of the thematic analysis, explicit notes will be kept to record decisions
made regarding coding and theme development. Developing an audit trail in this manner is a
key step to help ensure rigour in the analysis. Reporting important decisions and their reasons
alongside the thematic analysis will allow others to independently follow and judge how
conclusions were reached.

D.

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS

1. What are the ethical, legal, and psychosocial issues associated with dMMR testing?
2. What are the implementation considerations (technical requirements, staffing, training,
accreditation, etc.) for dMMR testing within the scenario of broader coverage?
A targeted search of the literature will be conducted to address the supplementary questions.

Methods
Literature Search Strategy
Targeted literature searches will be performed by an information specialist (KC). Published
literature will be identified by searching the following databases: MEDLINE (1946 to present)
with In-process records and daily updates via Ovid; Embase (1974 to the 2015 current week);
The Cochrane Library (2015, current issue) via Wiley; and PubMed (for non-MEDLINE records).
The search strategies will be comprised of both controlled vocabulary, such as the National
Library of Medicine’s MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), and keywords. The main search
concepts will be dMMR testing and ethical, legal, and psychosocial issues or implementation
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considerations (technical requirements, staffing, training, accreditation, etc.) limited to literature
published in the last five years.
TABLE 5: STUDY SELECTION CRITERIA FOR SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS
Question

Population

What are the
ethical, legal,
and
psychological
issues
associated with
dMMR testing?

Various stakeholders:
 Decision-makers
 Patients
 Patient/diseaserelated groups
 Caregivers
 Family members
 Manufacturers/distri
buters of the testing
technologies

Intervention
dMMR
testing

Comparator



No testing
Alternative
testing
protocols
(e.g.,
application of
different
molecular or
clinical
criteria)

Outcome













What are the
implementation
considerations
(technical
requirements,
staffing,
training,
accreditation,
etc.) for for
broader
coverage of
dMMR testing?





Decision-makers
Caregivers
Patients

dMMR
testing




No testing
Alternative
testing (e.g.,
nonmolecular/
clinical
criteria)







Consequences of
not testing versus
testing
Consequences of
false (+/-) results
Burden/benefits
associated with
screening family
members
Consequences of
limiting screening
to high-risk
populations (who
meet Bethesda
Guidelines);
missing certain
patients
Access and
equity issues
Patient /societal
values and
preferences
Preferences of
caregivers
Privacy issues
(dealing with
information
provided by the
test)
Cultural issues
Legal
consequences
Technical
requirements
Staffing
Training
Accreditation
Change
management

dMMR= DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency.
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Data extraction and synthesis
The literature identified in the targeted search will be reviewed for relevance by one reviewer,
and a second reviewer will be consulted, if needed. Both empirical and qualitative data on
relevant outcomes (see the aforementioned study selection criteria) will be extracted. Empirical
data will be summarized in text and tabular format. Identified qualitative content will be
categorized by means of a thematic analysis, and summarized using a descriptive process.
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APPENDIX 1: TESTING CRITERIA FOR MSI/MMR IHC
ACROSS CANADA
Province

Criteria for dMMR Testing and Practice

Ontario







British-Columbia




Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Alberta
Nova Scotia
Newfoundland

Currently being revised
Reflex IHC on all new CRC < 60 years in a few centres
Varies widely
Personal diagnosis of CRC < age 40; or
1 individual with a history of CRC and another Lynch syndrome-related
diagnosis, with at least 1 diagnosed < age 50; or
2 close relatives with a Lynch syndrome-related diagnosis, both diagnosed
< age 50, including 1 CRC; or
3 or more close relatives with a Lynch syndrome-related diagnosis, including
1 CRC and 1 diagnosis < age 50 and more than 1 generation involved
(Amsterdam II criteria)

Some health authorities perform universal testing of all new CRC and EC.
MSI in all stage II CRC
Limited testing available in the province; testing offered to all patients younger
than 70
Bethesda Guidelines
Bethesda Guidelines
Modified Amsterdam criteria

CRC = colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency; EC = endometrial cancer; IHC = immunohistochemistry;
MSI = microsatellite instability.
Note: Post-dMMR secondary testing using BRAF (V600E) or MLH1 hypermethylation is not mentioned in provincial guidelines. It is
part of the algorithm at the British Columbia hereditary cancer program.
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APPENDIX 2: LITERATURE SEARCH STRATEGY
FROM THE PREVIOUS SCOPING PROJECT
Date: May 2014
Reviewed by: n/a
Topic: Microsatellite instability in colorectal cancer
Limits used: 2004-2014; English
Filters used: SR/MA/HTA; guidelines, broad economic, RCTs [numbers requested for CCTs,
observational studies and clinical trials]
Databases: Ovid MEDLINE & Embase; PubMed
Medline:
Microsatellite instability:
Microsatellite Instability/ OR exp Microsatellite Repeats/
OR
(microsatellite instabilit* OR micro-satellite instabilit* OR replication error phenotype*).ti,ab
OR
(MSI OR IMSI).ti,ab
Colorectal cancer:
Exp Colorectal Neoplasms/ OR exp rectal neoplasms/ OR exp colonic neoplasms/
OR
((colorectal OR colon OR rectal OR rectum OR sigmoid OR anal OR anus OR perianal OR
circumanal) ADJ5 (cancer* OR neoplas* OR tumor* OR tumour* OR carcinoma* OR biopsy OR
biopsies OR polyp*)).ti,ab
OR
Lynch syndrome*.ti,ab
Embase:
Microsatellite instability:
Microsatellite instability/ OR microsatellite DNA/
OR
(microsatellite instabilit* OR micro-satellite instabilit* OR replication error phenotype*).ti,ab
OR
(MSI OR IMSI).ti,ab
Colorectal cancer:
Exp Colon tumor/ OR exp rectum tumor/ OR Colorectal tumor/ OR exp rectum cancer/
OR
((colorectal OR colon OR rectal OR rectum OR sigmoid OR anal OR anus OR perianal OR
circumanal) ADJ5 (cancer* OR neoplas* OR tumor* OR tumour* OR carcinoma* OR biopsy OR
biopsies OR polyp*)).ti,ab
OR
Lynch syndrome*.ti,ab
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APPENDIX 3: LITERATURE SEARCH STRATEGIES
OVERVIEW
Interface:
Databases:

Date of
Search:
Alerts:
Study Types:
Limits:

OvidSP
EMBASE <1974 to 2015 Current Week>, oemezd
Ovid Medline In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Ovid Medline <1946 to
current>, prmz
Note: Subject headings have been customized for each database. Duplicates between
databases were removed in Ovid.
Feb. 23, 2015
Monthly search updates will begin TBD and will run until TBD.
Various
English or French language
Humans, where possible

SYNTAX GUIDE
/
.mp

exp
*
?
ADJ
ADJ#
.ti
.ab
.kw

.ed
.em
.pt
.tw

At the end of a phrase, searches the phrase as a subject heading
In Medline=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, subject heading word,
protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, unique identifier
In Embase=title, abstract, subject headings, heading word, drug trade name, original title,
device manufacturer, drug manufacturer, device trade name, keyword
At the end of a phrase, searches the phrase as a subject heading
Explode a subject heading
Before a word, indicates that the marked subject heading is a primary topic;
or, after a word, a truncation symbol (wildcard) to retrieve plurals or varying endings
Truncation symbol for one or no characters only
Requires words are adjacent to each other (in any order)
Adjacency within # number of words (in any order)
Title
Abstract
In Medline=Keyword Heading; contains the Keyword Headings assigned by indexers, and the
authors’ keywords
In Embase=Keyword; this field contains keywords defined by the author of the article
In Medline=Entry Date
In Embase=Entry Week
Publication Type
Textword; includes Title (TI), Abstract (AB), and Drug Trade Name (TN)

MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
Question #1
Line # Searches
1
exp Colorectal Neoplasms, Hereditary Nonpolyposis/ use prmz
2
exp Hereditary Colorectal Cancer/ use oemezd
3
HNPCC.tw.
4
((hereditary or familial or inherited) adj3 (nonpolyposis or non-polyposis) adj3
(colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colorectum* or colo-rectum* or colon* or rectal*
or rectum or sigmoid or anal or anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal*
or circum-anal*) adj3 (cancer* or carcinoma* or neoplas*)).tw.
5
lynch syndrome*.mp.
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3616
3056
4714
6352

4370
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MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

(lynch* adj (cancer* or famil*)).tw.
or/1-6
Microsatellite Instability/
exp Microsatellite Repeats/ use prmz
DNA Mismatch Repair/ use prmz
Base Pair Mismatch/ use prmz
Microsatellite DNA/ use oemezd
Mismatch Repair/ use oemezd
Base Mispairing/ use oemezd
(dMMR or (MMR adj (abnormal* or deficienc* or test*)) or (error* adj
phenotype* adj replication*) or replication error* or ((microsatellite* or microsatellite*) adj (analy* or instabilit* or unstable)) or IMSI or MSI).tw.
((mismatch* or mis-match*) adj2 repair*).tw.
or/8-16
exp "Sensitivity and Specificity"/
exp "Reproducibility of Results"/ use prmz
Reproducibility/ use oemezd
diagnos*.mp.
(accurac* or sensitiv* or specific* or (detection* adj2 limit*) or (ROC adj (curve*
or analys*)) or receiver operating characteristic* or signal-to-noise ratio* or
predictive value*).tw.
(predict* or reliabilit* or reproducib* or validit*).ti.
or/18-23
DNA Mutational Analysis/ use prmz
Genetic Testing/ use prmz
Germ-Line Mutation/ use prmz
Nucleotide Sequence/ use oemezd
Genetic Screening/ use oemezd
Germline Mutation/ use oemezd
((germline or germ-line) adj8 mutation*).tw.
((genetic* adj test*) or gene test* or (mutation* adj analysis)).tw.
or/25-32
exp animals/
exp animal experimentation/ or exp animal experiment/
exp models animal/
nonhuman/
exp vertebrate/ or exp vertebrates/
or/34-38
exp humans/
exp human experimentation/ or exp human experiment/
or/40-41
39 not 42
(conference abstract or conference review).pt.
7 and 17 and (24 or 33)
45 not (43 or 44)
limit 46 to (english or french)
remove duplicates from 47
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46
11922
9846
33543
1629
3947
14483
6706
4426
21713

16434
83577
657401
288491
155619
5732550
7069425

565206
12358818
48646
27674
7147
442739
50345
1341
26436
77574
629399
38018358
1851046
1259150
4492146
36954274
39345502
29664676
347678
29666766
9680332
1822649
5149
4402
4104
2436

38

MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
Question #2

Line #
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Searches
exp Colorectal Neoplasms, Hereditary Nonpolyposis/ use prmz
exp Hereditary Colorectal Cancer/ use oemezd
HNPCC.tw.
((hereditary or familial or inherited) adj3 (nonpolyposis or non-polyposis) adj3
(colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colorectum* or colo-rectum* or colon* or rectal*
or rectum or sigmoid or anal or anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal*
or circum-anal*) adj3 (cancer* or carcinoma* or neoplas*)).tw.
lynch syndrome*.mp.
(lynch* adj (cancer* or famil*)).tw.
or/1-6
Family Health/
Neoplastic Syndromes, Hereditary/ use prmz
Familial Cancer/ use oemezd
Pedigree/
Pedigree Analysis/ use oemezd
exp Consanguinity/ use oemezd
Relative/ use oemezd
(familial* or family* or families* or inherited or kindred* or proband or probands
or relative or relatives).tw.
or/8-15
Microsatellite Instability/
exp Microsatellite Repeats/ use prmz
DNA Mismatch Repair/ use prmz
Base Pair Mismatch/ use prmz
Microsatellite DNA/ use oemezd
Mismatch Repair/ use oemezd
Base Mispairing/ use oemezd
(dMMR or (MMR adj (abnormal* or deficienc* or test*)) or (error* adj
phenotype* adj replication*) or replication error* or ((microsatellite* or microsatellite*) adj (analy* or instabilit* or unstable)) or IMSI or MSI).tw.
((mismatch* or mis-match*) adj2 repair*).tw.
or/17-25
exp animals/
exp animal experimentation/ or exp animal experiment/
exp models animal/
nonhuman/
exp vertebrate/ or exp vertebrates/
or/27-31
exp humans/
exp human experimentation/ or exp human experiment/
or/33-34
32 not 35
(conference abstract or conference review).pt.
7 and 16 and 26
38 not (36 or 37)
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Results
3543
2991
4689
6313

4230
46
11726
28436
1658
10111
103010
6064
9147
8280
3024272
3075875
9712
32997
1566
3900
14017
6624
4382
21312

16160
81919
37582283
1839306
1239006
4454398
36622291
38855213
29254155
345965
29256232
9600566
1767833
4237
3696

39

MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
40
limit 39 to (english or french)
41
remove duplicates from 40
Question #3
Line # Searches
1
exp Colorectal Neoplasms, Hereditary Nonpolyposis/ use prmz
2
exp Hereditary Colorectal Cancer/ use oemezd
3
((colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colon* or rectal* or rectum or sigmoid or anal or
anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal* or circum-anal*) adj5 (cancer* or
carcinoma* or neoplas* or tumor* or tumour*)).ti.
4
HNPCC.tw.
5
((hereditary or familial or inherited) adj3 (nonpolyposis or non-polyposis) adj3
(colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colorectum* or colo-rectum* or colon* or rectal*
or rectum or sigmoid or anal or anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal*
or circum-anal*) adj3 (cancer* or carcinoma* or neoplas*)).tw.
6
lynch syndrome*.mp.
7
(lynch* adj (cancer* or famil*)).tw.
8
or/1-7
9
Microsatellite Instability/
10
exp Microsatellite Repeats/ use prmz
11
DNA Mismatch Repair/ use prmz
12
Base Pair Mismatch/ use prmz
13
Microsatellite DNA/ use oemezd
14
Mismatch Repair/ use oemezd
15
Base Mispairing/ use oemezd
16
(dMMR or (MMR adj (abnormal* or deficienc* or test*)) or (error* adj
phenotype* adj replication*) or replication error* or ((microsatellite* or microsatellite*) adj (analy* or instabilit* or stabil* or stable or unstable)) or IMSI or
MSI).tw.
17
((mismatch* or mis-match*) adj2 repair*).tw.
18
(hMLH1 or hMLH-1 or MLH1 or MLH-1).mp.
19
(immunohistochem* or IHC).mp.
20
or/9-19
21
DNA Methylation/
22
((DNA adj methylation) or MLHHM or MLH1H or MethyLight or MethylationSpecific Multiplex Ligation-Dependent Probe Amplification or MS-MLPA or
"(MS)-MLPA" or ((hMLH1 or hMLH-1 or MLH1 or MLH-1) adj5
(hypermethylation* or hyper-methylation* or methylated or methylation*)) or
(MLH1 and (promoter adj2 methylation))).mp.
23
"Proto-Oncogene Proteins B-raf".mp. use prmz
24
B Raf kinase/ use oemezd
25
(BRAF* adj2 screening).ti.
26
(BRAFP or "BRAF(V600E)" or "BRAF-(V600E)" or BRAFV600E* or (BRAF*
adj3 V600E) or BRAF-V600E* or ((BRAF* or V600E) adj2 mutation*)).tw.
27
(MBPIN or "MLH1 Hyp/BRAF (V600E)").tw.
28
or/21-27
29
20 and 28
30
(HNPCC BRAF or Lynch BRAF or (Lynch MLH1 adj3 (hypermethylation* or
hyper-methylation* or methylated or methylation*))).tw.
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3430
2033
Results
3590
3033
212472

4704
6336

4322
46
218600
9781
33247
1595
3921
14370
6679
4421
21908

16333
11524
903717
983303
73825
89236

4203
7273
6
10547
1
104898
12715
3
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MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
31
exp animals/
32
exp animal experimentation/ or exp animal experiment/
33
exp models animal/
34
nonhuman/
35
exp vertebrate/ or exp vertebrates/
36
or/31-35
37
exp humans/
38
exp human experimentation/ or exp human experiment/
39
or/37-38
40
36 not 39
41
(conference abstract or conference review).pt.
42
(2011* or 2012* or 2013* or 2014* or 2015*).ed.
43
(2011* or 2012* or 2013* or 2014* or 2015*).em.
44
or/42-43
45
(8 and 29) or (20 and 30)
46
45 not (40 or 41)
47
44 and 46
48
limit 47 to (english or french)
49
remove duplicates from 48
Question #4 & #5
Line # Searches
1
exp Colorectal Neoplasms/ use prmz
2
exp Colon Tumor/ use oemezd
3
exp Rectum Tumor/ use oemezd
4
((colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colon* or rectal* or rectum or sigmoid or anal or
anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal* or circum-anal*) adj3 (cancer* or
carcinoma* or neoplas* or tumor* or tumour*)).tw.
5
or/1-4
6
Microsatellite Instability/
7
exp Microsatellite Repeats/ use prmz
8
DNA Mismatch Repair/ use prmz
9
Base Pair Mismatch/ use prmz
10
Microsatellite DNA/ use oemezd
11
Mismatch Repair/ use oemezd
12
Base Mispairing/ use oemezd
13
(dMMR or (MMR adj (abnormal* or deficienc* or test*)) or (error* adj
phenotype* adj replication*) or replication error* or ((microsatellite* or microsatellite*) adj (analy* or instabilit* or unstable)) or IMSI or MSI).tw.
14
((mismatch* or mis-match*) adj2 repair*).tw.
15
or/6-14
16
Prognosis/ use prmz
17
Disease-Free Survival/ use prmz
18
Survival Analysis/ use prmz
19
Survival Rate/ use prmz
20
"Predictive Value of Tests"/ use prmz
21
Neoplasm Recurrence, Local/ use prmz
22
Cancer Prognosis/ use oemezd
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37838734
1847086
1251185
4480184
36779289
39163082
29515893
347022
29517981
9646696
1810180
4065640
10018498
10018498
3344
2740
1318
1278
893
Results
151495
219837
165257
342622

473039
9712
32997
1566
3900
14017
6624
4382
21312

16160
81919
369282
45429
101574
128652
147049
85371
33793

41

MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
23
exp Survival/ use oemezd
24
Predictive Value/ use oemezd
25
Cancer Recurrence/ use oemezd
26
prognos*.ti.
27
(prognos* adj (factor* or marker*)).ab.
28
survival*.tw.
29
(predict* adj (factor* or marker*)).tw.
30
(risk adj2 recurrence*).tw.
31
or/16-30
32
(2008* or 2009* or 201*).ed.
33
(2008* or 2009* or 201*).em.
34
or/32-33
35
5 and 15 and 31 and 34
36
exp animals/
37
exp animal experimentation/ or exp animal experiment/
38
exp models animal/
39
nonhuman/
40
exp vertebrate/ or exp vertebrates/
41
or/36-40
42
exp humans/
43
exp human experimentation/ or exp human experiment/
44
or/42-43
45
41 not 44
46
(conference abstract or conference review).pt.
47
35 not (45 or 46)
48
limit 47 to (english or french)
49
remove duplicates from 48
Question #6
Line # Searches
1
exp Colorectal Neoplasms/ use prmz
2
exp Colon Tumor/ use oemezd
3
exp Rectum Tumor/ use oemezd
4
((colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colon* or rectal* or rectum or sigmoid or anal or
anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal* or circum-anal*) adj3 (cancer* or
carcinoma* or neoplas*)).tw.
5
HNPCC.tw.
6
((hereditary or familial or inherited) adj3 (nonpolyposis or non-polyposis) adj3
(colorectal* or colo-rectal* or colorectum* or colo-rectum* or colon* or rectal*
or rectum or sigmoid or anal or anus or perianal* or peri-anal* or circumanal*
or circum-anal*) adj3 (cancer* or carcinoma* or neoplas*)).tw.
7
lynch syndrome*.mp.
8
(lynch* adj (cancer* or famil*)).tw.
9
or/1-8
10
Microsatellite Instability/
11
exp Microsatellite Repeats/ use prmz
12
DNA Mismatch Repair/ use prmz
13
Base Pair Mismatch/ use prmz
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661601
65628
85492
235613
166176
1456858
53128
28738
2413167
6541467
15100570
15100570
2482
37582283
1839306
1239006
4454398
36622291
38855213
29254155
345965
29256232
9600566
1767833
1984
1918
1348
Results
151495
219837
165257
321774

4689
6313

4230
46
464327
9712
32997
1566
3900
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MUTLI-DATABASE STRATEGY
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Microsatellite DNA/ use oemezd
Mismatch Repair/ use oemezd
Base Mispairing/ use oemezd
(dMMR or (MMR adj (abnormal* or deficienc* or test*)) or (error* adj
phenotype* adj replication*) or replication error* or ((microsatellite* or microsatellite*) adj (analy* or instabilit* or unstable)) or IMSI or MSI).tw.
((mismatch* or mis-match*) adj2 repair*).tw.
DNA Mutational Analysis/ use prmz
Genetic Testing/ use prmz
*Nucleotide Sequence/ use oemezd
Genetic Screening/ use oemezd
(identif* or screen* or surveillance or test*).ti.
(molecular adj (tumor? or tumour?) adj test*).tw.
(mutation* adj (analys#s or identif* or screen* or surveillance or test*)).tw.
or/10-25
"Costs and Cost Analysis"/ use prmz
Cost-Benefit Analysis/ use prmz
exp Models, Economic/ use prmz
Quality-Adjusted Life Years/ use prmz
Economic Evaluation/ use oemezd
Cost Effectiveness Analysis/ use oemezd
Cost Utility Analysis/ use oemezd
Statistical Model/ use oemezd
Quality Adjusted Life Year/ use oemezd
(econom* or pharmacoeconomic* or pharmaco-economic*).ti.
(economic evaluation* or economic review*).tw.
(cost* adj2 (util* or effective* or benefit? or analy*)).tw.
(health adj2 utilit*).tw.
(euroqol or eq5d or eq-5d or hui or hui1 or hui2 or hui3).mp.
((utilit* adj2 (valu* or measure*)) or (time adj2 trade) or (standard adj2
gamble)).mp.
((cost* or economic*) adj2 model*).tw.
(qoly or qolys or hrqol or qaly or qalys or qale or qales or qald or qtime or daly
or haly or hale or hql or hqol or h-qol or hrqol or hr-qol or hye or hyes).tw.
(quality-adjusted life year* or quality-adjusted life expectanc* or disabilityadjusted life or health-adjusted life).tw.
or/27-44
(2012* or 2013* or 2014* or 2015*).ed.
(2012* or 2013* or 2014* or 2015*).em.
or/46-47
9 and 26 and 45 and 48
(conference abstract or conference review).pt.
49 not 50
limit 51 to (english or french)
remove duplicates from 52
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14017
6624
4382
21312

16160
47826
27106
88981
49256
1467887
11
67011
1758902
42063
61294
10465
7290
10134
103830
5883
107652
13367
88107
16723
248489
4480
15618
7283
14288
39955
19481
586017
3016444
7574846
7574846
740
1767833
564
546
412

43

OTHER DATABASES
PubMed
Cochrane Library
Current Issue 2015

Same MeSH, keywords, limits, and study types used as per MEDLINE
search, with appropriate syntax used.
Same MeSH, keywords, and date limits used as per MEDLINE search,
excluding study types, human and language restrictions. Syntax adjusted for
Cochrane Library databases.
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APPENDIX 4: TITLE AND ABSTRACT SCREENING
CHECKLIST
A.

Clinical Review

Ref ID: _________________________

STUDY
TYPE
(all
questions)

INCLUDE
Diagnostic study, RCT, NonRCT/observational study (e.g. cohort,
case-control, analytical cross-sectional),
Systematic review/ meta-analysis/ HTA
Case series
Registry data
Unclear

EXCLUDE
 Laboratory-based genetic studies
 Case reports
 Editorials/comments

 Patient of any age with CRC (any stage;
unselected or selected based on nonmolecular criteria such as Amsterdam or
Bethesda criteria)
 dMMR testing/screening for Lynch
syndrome or HNPCC (IHC-based or MSI
PCR-based)
 Genetic testing (germline mutation analysis
 Unclear

 Patients with other types of cancer






Question 1
Population

Intervention

Comparator

Outcomes

Publication
date
Include for
full text
review?
Question 2
Population
Intervention

Comparator

Outcomes

First Author (Year): ________________________

 Diagnostic performance (sensitivity,
specificity, positive and negative likelihood
ratios, positive and negative predictive
values, proportions of true and false
positive and negative test results, area
under the ROC curve)
 Unclear
 2000-present

 Other tumor molecular testing
technologies
 Other guidelines or pre-screening
scheme, pathology studies predicting
MSI/dMMR
 No comparator
 Other outcomes

 Up to 1999

 Yes

 No

 Patient of any age with CRC
 dMMR testing/screening for Lynch
syndrome or HNPCC (IHC-based or MSI
PCR-based)
 No testing/screening
 Unclear

 Patients with other types of cancer
 Other tumor molecular testing
 Non-molecular testing/ screening
strategies
 Other guidelines or pre-screening
scheme, pathology studies predicting
MSI/dMMR
 Other outcomes

 Clinical/Cancer outcomes of family
members
 Survival rates of family members
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Include for
full text
review?
Question 3
Population





INCLUDE
Patient management decisions for family
members (e.g. cancer prevention
interventions)
Psychological outcomes
Unclear
Yes

 CRC patients for whom dMMR test by IHC
indicates no MLH1 expression

EXCLUDE

 No

 CRC patients for whom the results of
dMMR test is not available at the
time of BRAF[V600E]or MLH1
promoter hypermethylation testing
 Other testing technologies

Intervention

 BRAF[V600E](by genotyping or IHC
methods) and/or MLH1 promoter
hypermethylation testing for ruling out
sporadic CRC

Comparator

 Genetic testing (germline mutation analysis
 Unclear

Outcomes

 Diagnostic performance (sensitivity,
specificity, positive and negative likelihood
ratios, positive and negative predictive
values, proportions of true and false
positive and negative test results, area
under the ROC curve)
 Unclear

Publication
date

 2000-present

 Up to 1999

Include for
full text
review?
Question 4
Population

 Yes

 No

 Patient of any age with CRC (any stage)
who do not receive adjuvant chemotherapy

Intervention

 dMMR testing to detect microsatellite
instability status

 CRC patients receiving
chemotherapy (Q5)
 Patients with other types of cancer
 Other molecular and non-molecular
testing technologies

Comparator

 dMMR positive versus dMMR negative test
results
 Unclear
 Progression/ recurrence free survival
 Overall survival
 Mortality rates
 Unclear
 Yes

Outcomes

Include for
full text
review?
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 Other guidelines or pre-screening
scheme, pathology studies predicting
MSI/dMMR
 No comparator
 Other outcomes

 No testing
 Other testing technologies
 Other outcomes

 No
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Question 5
Population

Intervention
Comparator

Outcomes

Include for
full text
review?

INCLUDE

EXCLUDE

 Patient of any age with CRC (any stage)
undergoing adjuvant chemotherapy
following tumor resection
 dMMR testing to detect microsatellite
instability status
 dMMR positive versus dMMR negative test
results
 Unclear
 Progression/ recurrence free survival
 Overall survival
 Mortality rates
 Unclear
 Yes

 CRC patients not receiving adjuvant
chemotherapy (Q4)
 Other molecular and non-molecular
testing technologies
 No testing
 Other testing technologies
 Other outcomes

 No

CRC= colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair deficiency; HNPCC= hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer;
HTA= health technology assessment; IHC= immunohistochemistry; MSI= microsatellite instability; PCR= Polymerase chain reaction;
RCT= randomized controlled trial

Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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B.

Economic Review
INCLUDE

Question 6a
Population
Intervention
Comparator
Outcomes

Include for full
text review?

 Patient of any age with CRC (any
stage)
 Universal dMMR testing to screen for
Lynch Syndrome
 Targeted dMMR testing to screen for
Lynch Syndrome
 Incremental Cost per QALY
 Incremental Cost per Life year
 Incremental Cost per LS detected
 Incremental Cost per CRC case
averted
 Yes

EXCLUDE
 Non CRC patients
 Universal dMMR testing not a
comparator
 Targeted dMMR testing not a
comparator
 Other outcomes

 No

INCLUDE
Question 6a
Population
Intervention
Comparator
Outcomes

Include for full
text review?

EXCLUDE

 Patient of any age with CRC (any
stage)

 Non CRC patients

 IHC based dMMR testing strategy
that included BRAF testing
 IHC dMMR testing strategy that
included promotor hypermethylation
 Incremental Cost per QALY
 Incremental Cost per Life year
 Incremental Cost per LS detected
 Incremental Cost per CRC case
averted
 Yes

 IHC based dMMR testing strategy
that included BRAF testing
 IHC based dMMR testing strategy
that included BRAF testing
 Other outcomes
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APPENDIX 5: FULL-TEXT SCREENING CHECKLISTS
C.

Clinical Review

Question #1
Ref#:
Author:
Year:
Did the study include:
1) CRC patients?
2) dMMR testing for LS as the index test?
3) Genetic testing (germline mutation
analysis) as the reference standard?
4) Any of the following as the study
outcomes?
 Sensitivity
 Specificity
 Positive predictive value (PPV)
 Negative predictive value (NPV)
 Proportions TP, TN, FP, FN
 Positive likelihood ratio (LR+)
 Negative likelihood ratio (LR-)
 Area under the ROC curve (AUC)
5) If the answer for Question 4 is No, were
sufficient data provided for a minimum of
10 study participants to construct 2x2
contingency tables in order to calculate
diagnostic performance of dMMR?.
6) Any of the following study designs:
 Diagnostic study
 RCT
 Non-RCT/observational study (e.g.
cohort, case-control, analytical crosssectional)
 Systematic review/ meta-analysis/ HTA
Decision for including the study in the
review:
Reason(s) for exclusion:

Yes (include)




Unclear
(include)†




No
(Exclude)









Answer next
question
before
excluding
the article













 Yes









 No

Inappropriate study population
No intervention of interest
No/inappropriate comparator
No relevant outcomes
Irrelevant study type
Not primary report of study
Study description only
Other:--------------------------

CRC= colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair deficiency; FN= false negative; FP= false positive; HNPCC= hereditary
non-polyposis colorectal cancer; LS= Lynch syndrome; ROC curve= Receiver Operating Characteristic curve; TN= true negative;
TP= true positive
†Discuss with a second reviewer

Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #2
Ref#:
Author:
Year:
Did the study include:

Yes (include)

1) Patient of any age with CRC



Unclear
(include)†


2) dMMR testing/screening for LS or
HNPCC as the index test?







3) No testing/screening as the comparator?







4) Any of the following as the study
outcomes?
 Clinical/Cancer outcomes of family
members
 Survival rates of family members
 Patient management decisions for
family members (e.g. cancer
prevention interventions)
 Psychological outcomes







5) Any of the following study designs:
 RCT
 Non-RCT/observational study (e.g.
cohort, case-control, analytical crosssectional)
 Population-based cohort
 Systematic review/meta-analysis/HTA
Decision for including the study in the
review:
Reason(s) for exclusion:







 Yes









No (Exclude)


 No

Inappropriate study population
No intervention of interest
No/inappropriate comparator
No relevant outcomes
Irrelevant study type
Not primary report of study
Study description only
Other:--------------------------

CRC= colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair deficiency; HNPCC= hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer; LS= Lynch
syndrome
†Discuss with a second reviewer

Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #3
Ref#:
Author:
Year:
Did the study include:
1) CRC patients for whom dMMR test by IHC
indicates no MLH1 protein expression?
2) BRAF[V600E](by genotyping or IHC
methods) and/or MLH1 promoter
hypermethylation testing as the index
test(s) for ruling out sporadic CRC?
3) Genetic testing (germline mutation
analysis) as the comparator?
4) Any of the following as the study
outcomes?
 Sensitivity
 Specificity
 Positive predictive value (PPV)
 Negative predictive value (NPV)
 Proportions TP, TN, FP, FN
 Positive likelihood ratio (LR+)
 Negative likelihood ratio (LR-)
 Area under the ROC curve (AUC)
5) If the answer for Question 4 is No, were
sufficient data provided for a minimum of
10 study participants to construct 2x2
contingency tables in order to calculate
diagnostic performance of the secondary
molecular tests?
6) Any of the following study designs:
 Diagnostic study
 RCT
 Non-RCT/observational study (e.g.
cohort, case-control, analytical crosssectional)
 Systematic review/ meta-analysis/ HTA
Decision for including the study in the
review:
Reason(s) for exclusion:

Yes (include)

No (Exclude)



Unclear
(include)†



















Answer next
question before
excluding the
article













 Yes











 No

Inappropriate study population
No intervention of interest
No/inappropriate comparator
No relevant outcomes
Irrelevant study type
Not primary report of study
Study description only
Other:___________________________

CRC= colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair deficiency; FN= false negative; FP= false positive; ROC curve= Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve; TN= true negative; TP= true positive
†Discuss with a second reviewer

Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Questions #4 & #5
Ref#:
Author:
Year:
1) Did the study include:
 CRC patients not receiving adjuvant
chemotherapy; or
 CRC patients undergoing [adjuvant]
chemotherapy following tumor
resection?
2) Did the study use dMMR testing to detect
microsatellite instability status of the study
participants?
3) Did the study compare patients who had
dMMR positive (deficient) results with
those who MMR-proficient?
4) Did the study report any of the following
outcomes?
 Progression/ recurrence free survival
 Overall survival
 Mortality rates
5) Any of the following study designs:
 RCT
 Non-RCT/observational study (e.g.
cohort, case-control, analytical crosssectional)
 Systematic review/ meta-analysis/ HTA
Decision for including the study in the
review:
Reason(s) for exclusion:

Yes (include)
Q4

Unclear
(include)†
Q4

No
(Exclude)


Q5

Q5



























 Yes Q4
 No Q4
 Yes Q5
 No Q5
 Inappropriate study population
 No intervention of interest
 No/inappropriate comparator
 No relevant outcomes
 Irrelevant study type
 Not primary report of study
 Study description only
 Other: __________________________

CRC= colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair deficiency; LS= Lynch syndrome
†Discuss with a second reviewer

Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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D.

Economic Review

Question #6a
Ref#:
Author:
Year:
Did the study include:
1) Universal dMMR testing of CRC patients
for LS screening?
2) Targeted dMMR testing of CRC patients
for LS screening?



Unclear
(include)†








3) A cost-effectiveness or cost-utility study
design







4) Included one of the following outcomes
 Incremental Cost per QALY
 Incremental Cost per Life Year
 Incremental Cost per LS detected
 Incremental Cost per CRC avoided
Decision for including the study in the
review:







Reason(s) for exclusion:

Yes (include)

 Yes






No
(Exclude)


 No

Did not include universal dMMR testing as a
comparator
Did not include targeted dMMR testing as a
comparator
Was not a cost-effectiveness or cost utility study
No relevant outcomes
Other:_________________________________

CRC = colorectal cancer; dMMR= DNA mismatch repair deficiency; FN= false negative; FP= false positive; HNPCC= hereditary
non-polyposis colorectal cancer; LS= Lynch syndrome; ROC curve= Receiver Operating Characteristic curve; TN= true negative;
TP= true positive
†Discuss with a second reviewer

Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #6b
Ref#:
Author:
Year:
Did the study include:

Yes (include)

Unclear
(include)†

No (Exclude)

























1. dMMR testing algorithm of CRC patients
for LS screening where after IHC test all
patients with abnormal MLH1 protein
expression receive a germline test?
2. dMMR testing algorithm of CRC patients
for LS screening where patients with
abnormal MLH1 protein expression by IHC
receive a BRAF test?
3. dMMR testing algorithm of CRC patients
for LS screening where patients with
abnormal MLH1 protein expression by IHC
test receive a MLH1 promoter
hypermethylation test?
4. A cost-effectiveness or cost-utility study
design
5. Included one of the following outcomes
 Incremental Cost per QALY
 Incremental Cost per Life Year
 Incremental Cost per LS detected
Decision for including the study in the
review:
Reason(s) for exclusion:

 Yes





 No

Did not include at least two relevant dMMR
reflex testing strategies
Was not a cost-effectiveness or cost utility study
No relevant outcomes
Other:_________________________
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APPENDIX 6: DATA ABSTRACTION FORMS
A.

Clinical Review

Questions #1
STUDY
Ref ID
Author
Publication Year
Country
Funding
METHODOLOGY
 Single gate DS
 Double gate DS
 Systematic review/MA
 Other: _______________________

Study design

Setting
Eligibility criteria
Type/stage of CRC
Other inclusion/exclusion criteria
Prior testing

Type of the test:___________________
# tested: ___________________
# tested positive/ met the criteria: ___________________

(e.g. Bethesda screening criteria)

Did the study only include
patients who fulfilled prior testing
criteria?
Total sample size

Index test

 Yes
 No

INTERVENTION/COMPARATOR
Technical details

(Choose more than one, if
applicable)






Reference
standard

dMMR (IHC-based)
dMMR (PCR-based- MSI)
BRAF[V600E]
MLH1 hypermethylation

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Index test
Index test
dMMR
Other

Reference standard

Mean/Median age, year (range)
Gender (% female)
Other important variables(unit)
1.__________________________( )
2. ______________________(……..)
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Outcome

Index test
dMMR

RESULTS
Index test
Other

Reference standard

P-value
(comparison)

Diagnostic test performance
Total number tested
No true positives (%)
No true negatives (%)
No false positives (%)
No false negatives (%)
sensitivity
(95% CI)
Specificity
(95% CI)
Positive likelihood ratio
(95% CI)
Negative likelihood ratio
(95% CI)
Positive predictive value
(95% CI)
Negative predictive value
(95% CI)
Area under ROC Curve
(95% CI)

Did the article report any data relevant to other study questions?  Yes: Q#_________  No
Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #2
STUDY
Ref ID
Author
Publication Year
Country
Funding
METHODOLOGY
 Randomized controlled trial (RCT)
 Non-RCT: ______________________
 Population-based study
 Other: _________________________

Study design

Setting
Total sample size
Eligibility criteria

REPORTED OUTCOMES
Primary
Secondary

Outcome
Clinical outcomes

RESULTS
dMMR
No testing/screening
testing/screening
N

#event

%

N

#event

RR/HR
(95% CI)

P value

%

outcome 1:_______________
outcome 2:_______________
outcome 3:_______________
Survival rates

Point
estimate

95% CI

Point
estimate

95% CI

Overall survival (unit)
Median survival (unit)
_______ month/year survival

Did the article report any data relevant to other study questions?  Yes: Q#_________  No
Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #3
STUDY
Ref ID
Author
Publication Year
Country
Funding
METHODOLOGY
 Single gate DS
 Double gate DS
 Systematic review/MA
 Other: _______________________

Study design

Setting
Eligibility criteria
Type/stage of CRC
Other inclusion/exclusion criteria
Prior testing (e.g. Bethesda screening
criteria)

Did the study only include
patients who fulfilled prior testing
criteria?

Type of the test: _______________________
# tested: _______________________
# tested positive/ met the criteria: _______________________
 Yes
 No

Total # of CRC patients, if stated

__________________________________________________

# of patients with lack of MLH1
expression

__________________________________________________

Index test

INTERVENTION/COMPARATOR
Technical details

(Choose more than one, if
applicable)

Reference
standard

 BRAF[V600E]
 MLH1 promoter hyper
methylation
 Other: _______________

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
BRAF[V600E]
MLH1 promoter
hyper-methylation

Reference standard

Mean/Median age, year
(range)
Gender (% female)
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POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Other important
variables(unit)
1._____________________( )
2. _________________(……..)

Outcome

RESULTS
BRAF[V600E] MLH1
promoter
hypermethylation

Combined test
 BRAF and MLH1
promoter
hypermethlylation
 BRAF or MLH1
promoter
hypermethlylation

P-value
(comparison)

Diagnostic test performance
Total number tested
No true positives (%)
No true negatives (%)
No false positives (%)
No false negatives (%)
sensitivity
(95% CI)
Specificity
(95% CI)
Positive likelihood ratio
(95% CI)
Negative likelihood
ratio
(95% CI)
Positive predictive
value
(95% CI)
Negative predictive
value
(95% CI)
Area under ROC Curve
(95% CI)

Did the article report any data relevant to other study questions?  Yes: Q#_________  No
Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #4
STUDY
Ref ID
Author
Publication Year
Country
Funding
METHODOLOGY
 Randomized controlled trial (RCT)
 Non-RCT: -------------------------------- Other:-----------------------

Study design

Setting
Total sample size
# NOT currently receiving
adjuvant chemotherapy
# with history of chemotherapy
Other eligibility criteria

REPORTED OUTCOMES
Primary
Secondary
RESULTS
dMMR/MSI positive
dMMR/MSI negative
(MMR deficient)
(MMR proficient)
Definition
Event rates

N

#event %

N

#event %

RR/HR
(95% CI)

P value

Death
Recurrence
Survival rates
Follow up:---------- (unit)

Point
estimate

95% CI

Point
estimate

95% CI

Overall survival (unit)
Event-free survival (unit)

Did the article report any data relevant to other study questions?  Yes: Q#_________  No
Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Question #5
STUDY
Ref ID
Author
Publication Year
Country
Funding
METHODOLOGY
 Randomized controlled trial (RCT)
 Non-RCT: _____________________________________
 Other:________________________________________

Study design

Setting
Total sample size
# received adjuvant chemotherapy
Eligibility criteria

# received adjuvant chemotherapy

Adjuvant chemotherapy protocol

REPORTED OUTCOMES
Primary
Secondary

RESULTS (A) patients who do NOT receive chemotherapy
(Fill in table (b) if daa is provided on comparison of groups who received chemo vs tose who did not)
dMMR/MSI positive dMMR/MSI negative
(MMR deficient)
(MMR proficient)
Definition
Event rates

N

#event

%

N

#event

%

RR/HR
(95% CI)

P value

Death
Recurrence
Survival rates
Follow up:___________ (unit)

Point
estimate

95% CI

Point
estimate

95% CI

Overall survival (unit)
Event-free survival (unit)
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RESULTS (B) Comparison of chmo+ vs chemo- (if data provided)
dMMR/MSI positive dMMR/MSI negative
(MMR deficient)
(MMR proficient)
Definition
Event rates

N

Death

Chemo (+)

Recurrence

Chemo (-)

Survival rates
Follow up: ___________ (unit)
Overall
survival (unit)
Event-free
survival (unit)

#event

Point
estimate

%

95% CI

N

#event

Point
estimate

%

RR/HR
(95% CI)

P value

95% CI

Chemo (+)
Chemo (-)
Chemo (+)
Chemo (-)

Did the article report any data relevant to other study questions?  Yes: Q#_________  No
Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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B.

Economic Review
STUDY

Ref ID
Author
Publication Year
Country
Funding
METHODOLOGY
Study Perspective
Population
Interventions and Comparators

Study Design

 Decision Tree
 Markov Model
 Microsimulation
 Patient Level Analysis
Other:_________________________________

Model Structure

Were impacts of interventions on LS positive Probands
considered in the model? (Y/N)
If so, which ones?
 Colectomy
 CRC surveillance
 Hysterectomy
 Endometrial Cancer Surveillance
 Ovarian Cancer Surveillance
 Adjunctive chemotherapy
Other: _________________________________
Where impacts of interventions on relatives LS positive
Probands considered in the model (Y/N)
If so which ones
 Colectomy
 CRC surveillance
 Hysterectomy
 Endometrial Cancer Surveillance
 Ovarian Cancer Surveillance
 Adjunctive chemotherapy
Other: _________________________________
 Microsimulation
 Patient Level Analysis
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Outcomes
Currency and Year
Estimate of cost effectiveness
Conclusions from authors

Did the article report any data relevant to other study questions?  Yes: Q#_________  No
Reviewer: ____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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C. Patient Preferences Review
Reviewer Name: _____________________________________________________________________
STUDY CHARACTERISTICS
Ref ID
First Author
Publication title
Publication year
Country (where data were
generated)
Setting (where data were
generated)
Funding sources
Ethics approval

 Yes
 No
Comments:

Study design

Study objectives
Eligibility criteria
Recruitment method
Sample Size
Participant
characteristics
Age
Sex
Cancer stage
Other?
Data collection methods

 Descriptive survey
 Ethnography
 Phenomenology
 Grounded Theory
 Qualitative description
 Other (specify):

 Questionnaire
 Interview
 Focus group
 Observation
 Document review
 Other (specify): _________________________________________

Data analysis methods
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STUDY RESULTS
In the following table, extract verbatim result statements. Result statements will typically, but not always,
be presented within the “results” section of a report. Result statements do not include raw data, study
methods, external data, and researchers’ conclusions and implications.
Result statements
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APPENDIX 7: QUALITY ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS
A.

Quality Appraisal Criteria — Qualitative Studies

Reviewer’s Name: ____________________________________________________________________
STUDY CHARACTERISTICS
Ref ID
First author
Publication year
1. Was ethics approval
obtained?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
STUDY DESIGN

2. Was the study design
clearly stated and
justified?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
3. Are the research
questions and/or
objectives clearly
stated?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

4. Are the research
questions suited to
qualitative inquiry?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:
PARTICIPANTS AND SAMPLING

5. Is the sampling
strategy clearly
described?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

6. Is the sampling
strategy congruent
with the research
questions and/or
objectives?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:
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7. Did sampling continue
until data saturation
was reached?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
DATA COLLECTION

8. Are the data collection
strategies described
with sufficient detail?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

9. Are the data collection
strategies congruent
with the research
questions and/or
objectives?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

DATA ANALYSIS
10. Are the data analysis
strategies described
with sufficient detail?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

11. Are the data analysis
strategies congruent
with the research
questions and/or
objectives?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

RESULTS
12. Are the results
supported by and
consistent with the
data?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

13. Is it clear how the
themes and concepts
were derived from the
data?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

14. Are results rooted in
participants’ own
perspectives?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:
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15. Has the diversity of
perspective and
content been
explored?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:

CONFIRMABILITY
16. Is the role of the
researcher clearly
described?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

17. Have the assumptions
and biases of the
researcher been
clearly described?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

18. Have the effects of the
researcher throughout
the study process
been clearly
described?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

TRANSFERABILITY
19. Is the study setting
described with
sufficient detail?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

20. Are study participants
described with
sufficient detail?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

21. Which of the following
techniques were used
to enhance the
credibility of results?








Comments:

Comments:
CREDIBILITY

22. Were the applied
techniques to enhance
credibility sufficient
and appropriate?

Member checking
Peer debriefing
Attention to negative cases
Independent analysis by more than one researcher
Reporting of verbatim data
Other (specify):
□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
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DEPENDABILITY
23. Which of the following
techniques were used
to enhance
dependability of
results?

24. Were the applied
techniques to enhance
dependability sufficient
and appropriate?







Peer review
Debriefing
Audit trail
Triangulation
Other (specify):
□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
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B.

Quality Appraisal Criteria — Survey Studies

Reviewer’s Name: ____________________________________________________________________
STUDY CHARACTERISTICS
Ref ID
First author
Publication year
1. Was ethics approval
obtained?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
RESEARCH QUESTION AND STUDY DESIGN

2. Are the research
questions and/or
objectives clearly
stated?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

3. Are the research
questions suitable for
a survey design?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

PARTICIPANTS AND SAMPLING
4. Is the sampling
strategy clearly
described?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

5. Is the sampling
strategy congruent
with the research
questions and/or
objectives?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

6. Is the sample of
participants
representative of the
target sample or the
population to which the
findings will be
generalized?
7. Could the way the
sample was obtained
introduce selection
bias?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
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8. Was a sufficient
sample size
calculation provided?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:

DATA COLLECTION
9. Was a pilot test of
survey methods
conducted?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

10. Was the study
questionnaire valid?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

11. Was the study
questionnaire reliable?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:

DATA ANALYSIS
12. Were the data analysis
strategies appropriate
for the type of data
collected?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

13. Were all analyses
planned a priori?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:

RESULTS
14. Was a satisfactory
response rate
achieved?

15. Were all significant and
non-significant
quantitative results
reported?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:
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16. Were all qualitative
results, resulting from
open-ended questions,
summarized and
reported?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear
Comments:

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
17. Have the researchers
drawn an appropriate
link between the data
and their conclusions?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

18. Have all potential
biases been identified
and discussed?

□ Yes □ No □ Unclear

Comments:

Comments:
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APPENDIX 8: DETAILS OF OUTCOME MEASURES
FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC TEST
PERFORMANCE

TP= True-positives; when the positive index test agrees with the positive reference standard.
FP= False-positives; when the positive index test disagrees with the negative reference
standard.
FN= False-negatives; when the negative index test disagrees with the positive reference
standard.
TN= True-negatives; when the negative index test agrees with the negative reference standard.
From this 2 x 2 table, several tests of diagnostic performance can be made with confidence
intervals.
Sensitivity: TP/(TP+FN) — the proportion of persons with the disease who are correctly
identified by a test; i.e., a test with a high sensitivity is useful for “ruling out” a disease if a
person tests negative.
Confidence interval: p  Z *

p * (1  p)
TP  FN

Specificity: TN/(TN+FP) — the proportion of persons without a disease who are correctly
identified by a test. High specificity is important when the treatment or diagnosis is harmful to
the patient.
Confidence interval: p  Z *

p * (1  p)
TN  FP

Positive Predictive Value (PPV): TP/(TP+FP) — the proportion of patients with positive test
results who are correctly diagnosed.
Confidence interval: p  Z *

p * (1  p)
TP  FP
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Negative Predictive Value (NPV): TN/(TN+FN) — the proportion of patients with negative test
results who are correctly diagnosed.
Confidence interval: p  Z *

p * (1  p)
TN  FN

Positive Likelihood Ratio (LR+): Indicates how much more likely it is to get a positive test in
the diseased as opposed to the non-diseased group.

Confidence interval: LR  exp(ln

sensitivit y
1  sensitivit y specificit y
 1.96 *

)
1  specificit y
TP
FP

Negative Likelihood Ratio (LR-): Indicates how much more likely it is to get a negative test in
the non-diseased as opposed to the diseased group.

Confidence interval: LR  exp(ln

1  sensitivit y
sensitivit y 1  specificit y
 1.96 *

)
specificit y
FN
TN

Receiver Operating Characteristic Analysis: The area under the curve (AUC) analysis will be
performed for the patient level analysis. Because the estimates of sensitivity and specificity will
be constructed for the full patient population, only one estimate of sensitivity and one estimate
of specificity will be generated. With only one estimate, the sensitivity/specificity graphical
methods to derive AUC are not applicable. Instead, the accepted method of estimating AUC will
be determined by the non-parametric Wilcoxon approximation of the 2 x 2 table (which is
statistically equivalent to the AUC generated with the trapezoid rule and the Mann-Whitney U
Test).
The degree of precision of the estimated of the AUC will be reported by generating the standard
error and the 95% confidence interval around the estimate.
Area Under the Curve (AUC): represents the probability that a randomly chosen diseased
subject is correctly diagnosed with greater suspicion than a randomly chosen non-diseased
subject.

Wilcoxon AUC =

TN  TP  0.5  TN  FN  0.5  FP  TP
NN  NA
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Standard error (Hanley and McNeil method):

SE ( A) 

A(1  A)  ( N A  1) * (Q1  A 2 )  ( N N  1) * (Q2  A 2 )
NA * NN

where A = AUC, area under the curve
NA = number of positive disease cases
NN = number of negative disease cases

1
1
TN  [TP 2  TP  FN   FN 2 ]  FP  [  TP 2 ]
3
3
Q1 
2
NN  NA
1
1
FN  [  TN 2 ]  TP  [TN 2  TN  TP  xFP 2 ]
3
3
Q2 
2
NA  NN
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